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ChaPter I

INTRODUCTION: THE STRUCTURE

1.1 PRETIMINARY

In Canada, and throughout western industrialized societY,

there has been a change in direction concerning services and

attitudes towards mentally retarded persons. Manitoba has

not been excluded from Èhese social shifts. This is becom-

ing more apparent in the 1 980s as many become aware that

mental retardation can be Seen within a social framework.

The thesis wiIl deal with North American trends in mental

retardation policy and how Manitoba has been a part of these

overall developments. Issues such as deinstitutionalization

have arisen outside Manitoba but have influenced both the

Provincial Government and the Àssociation for Community Liv-

ing. The loca1 divisions have strong contact with their na-

tional organization hence influence, and are influenced by'

them.

The development

mentally retarded

the examination.

compared to those

of attitudes toward'

people in Manitoba wi

Because the Patterns

found in North America,

and treatment of

Il be the focus of

in Manitoba will be

the thesis is both

1-



descriptive and comparative

nature of the developments

groups which represent the

people and an examinination

af fected government policy.

2

. It is aimed at the Political
through a description of those

interests of mentally retarded

of the means by which they have

Manitoba, it will be argued, has shown advances along the

lines which the ÀCLs have wanted but this should not be seen

as unique as it will be shown that throughout North America

there has been a push for deinstitutionalization and commu-

nity living. The ACLs are effective organízations and the

government of late has shown a responsiveness in Manitoba

but Manitoba should not be seen as the vanguard of community

Iiving. It has been progressive in some areas and slow to

change in others. For example, the Manitoba Human Rights

Act regards "mental Handicap" as a condition which is to be

protected from discrimination while the Manitoba Mental

Health Àct is considered as one of the Province's most re-

gressive pieces of legislation.

Therefore the thesis in each section deals with the fol-

Iowing boundaries of service and policy direction:

North Àmerica (Canada + U.S.)

Canada

Man i toba

1.

2.

?

Mental Retardat,ion as a Cateoory



The research will use the concept of mental retardation

within t,he context established by the Prince Edward Island

Task Force on Mental Retardation;

The conception we utilized could best be calIed a
socioloqical definition ; this definition focuses
on the role performance of the individual in rela-
tion to the expectations of the communitv in which
ñã-¡re -ffi ñt, it tt¡e commuñitv
through its agenc ies, services or "community
knowledgeables" ... identifies an individual as be-
ing "mentaIly retarded", then that individual is
included in our target population. In this under-
standing, the glaring inadequacies of purely medi-
caI definition ( i.e syndrome differentiation) , or
a psychometric assessment (i.Q. tests or other
spurious constructs) are overcome. 1

The label

stigmatize or

Regardless of

Manitoba both

use the label.

I Provincial Task Force
CAMR (P.E.r. Division

"mental retardation" has often been used to

medically categorize members of our society.

modern attempts to replace terminology, in

the community and the government continue to

on Menta1 Retardation, Final Report
), December, 1980, p. 9.

The terms mental retardation and mentally

retarded are used simply for consistency in this report.

Àt the outset of this research project the subject vras to

be mentally retarded "citizens" however it was made cfear

from the research that the ACLs have had to work to show

that these members of our society should be considered as

citizens. A National Health and Welfare 1964 report makes

this point very clear:

The retarded person has not been thought of as
a second-class citizent but rather as no citizen



at all
Such rights
others are

as voting, marrying, owning propertY, and many

often withheld even to this day.

The Shift in Service and Policv Models

In the field of human service delivery and how it is ap-

plied to disabled people (including those with mental retar-

dation), there are a number of models which the Iiterature

deals with. Among the rnany labels attached to these models

are: community Iiving, independent living, medical, segre-

gational, professional, and institutional. The model sup-

ported by the ACI compresses a number of labels together un-

der the model labe1 of community living (hence the name

Association for Community Living). This organization sees

this as a replacement for the earlier established models

which used custodial services (comprising the professional,

medical, institutional, and segregational models) as a major

means oI servlce. Às the earlier models had their begin-

nings in the 1800s it is not surprising that there has been

a strong push for change since the Second World War.

Table 1 shows the attributes of the two major paradigms

of service delivery and policy. In the custodial model

there is little room for consensus and a heavy reliance on

professionals for administration and policy. In the commu-

2 National Health and WeIfare, Mental Retardation Activities
of the Department of National Health and Welfare, (Ottawa,
1964), p. 13.
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tonity living model consensus is needed and control is open

TABLE 1

CONTRÀSTING CHARÀCTERISTICS OF SERVICE MOÐELS

various social sectors.

The shift in model is important in that as community liv-

ing is supported, government services, policies, and atti-

tudes become subjected Lo major changes. Furthermore, there

are socio-economic issues such as the effect which group

homes and community programming may have on neighbourhoods

throughout the province and, the ramifications of closing

down long established services such as the institutions.
These issues wiII be dealt with throughout the following

chapters.

It will therefore be shown that mental retardation has

become an issue of social welfare and community welfare un-

der the government's umbrella. 1n Manitobar sêFVices in the

field which are not directly related to the physiological

Communitv Livinq

Integration of Individual
Joint PoIicy Formation
Decentralized Services
SmaII Group Residences
Independent Living
Integrated Employment
Integrated Education
SociaI Services

Custodia I
Segregation of Individual
Hierarchical Formation
Centralized Services
Large Institutions
Supervised Living
Sheltered Employment
Separate Education
Medical Services
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aspects of the individual are to be found under the

jurisdiction of the Minister of Community Services (in 1986

it is Muriel Smith).

' The communication of ideas and developments in the move-

ment of mental retardation interest group behaviour should

be seen in the light of an international aspect. ÀI1 of the

organizations in this province related to this issue have

contacts with outside organizations' especially the national

body of the ACL. In turn the ÀCL is in contact i.rith the in-

ternational scene both through making its ovrn contributions

as weII as receiving them. The NaLional Instit.ute on Mental

Retardation acts as a research wing for the national ÀCL and

is known throughout the world for iÈs contributions towards

the developments of community living writings and research.

Furthermore, Iocals of the ACLs in Canada maintain strong

Iinks to the national ACL causing the ideas to be interna-

tional throughout most regions in Canada. Also, the nation-

aI organization ptays a high profile in the media, conven-

tions, government hearings, and, âs mentioned before,

publications. Therefore, it becomes necessary to discuss

patterns outside Manitoba in order to evaÌuate the Manitoba

ACLs. In each section there will be a discussion of the

three levels of activity and development.

The following chapters wilI show that the Àssociation for

Community Living uses the same tools which other interest

groups use when seeking to affect lhe political system. The
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discussion in Chapter 3 will address the major themes of in-

terest group theory. The ÀCL has all four of the attributes

listed by À. PauI Pross in his definition of institutional

interest groups. From this will be found that the ACL has

been very successful both on a national and provincial lev-

eI.

The chapters are layed out as follows:

1. The socio-economic situat
person

2. Interest group behaviour

3. The parent movement and i
4. Deinstitut ional izat ion

5. Urban-ruraI variations

ion of the mentally retarded

(theoretical considerations )

ts role as represenÈative

The above subject areas are relevant both to the Province of

Manitoba as well as to the North American level.

1.2 SETTING THE STAGE

This thesis indicates that with the shifting of the atti-

tudinal paradigm there has been a revolution concerning what

is considered of importance to mentally retarded persons in

Man i toba . the medical and segregation models should no

Ionger be seen as the primary means of basing a region's

servl.ces. Commenting on the attitudinal shifts of the

1970s, the Manitoba Task Force on MentaI Retardation states:

GraduaIIy, mental retardation began to be viewed
as a social problem rather than a medical prob-
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Furthermore, the impact of mental retardation on the perti-

nent content of public policy has in recent years progressed

within this context. The research wiIl therefore describe

and assess the political impact which the Manitoba organíza-

tions representing mentally retarded people have had and

continue to have on human service delivery approaches and

patterns.

Research Considerat ions

À. The Population

Outside of institutional "head counts" there is a short-

age of information pertaining to the mentally retarded por-

tion of the total population. National estimates have error

factors of hundreds of thousands of persons while special-

ized data, for example unemployment data on the mentally re-

tarded population, remain non-existent. a The major data

gathering agencies at the federal and provincial levels nor-

maIIy excl-ude mentally retarded persons from the populations

from which economic or social data are gathered. In the

case of Manitoba this was recognized by the 1982 task force.

I t saw that there Yras a need

Task Force on Mental Retardation, Challenqes for Todav,
Opportunities for Tomorrow, Report to the Minister of Com-
munity Services and Corrections, (Manitoba, 1982), p. 2.

Statistics Canada is unable to provide anv statistics con-
cerning mentally retarded people.



to fac i I iËate the pool ing of existing
IãTormation and the gatheriñg, stòrage, retrieval
and dissemination of additional information perti-
nent to the development of services for persons
with mental retardation in Manitoba.5

vrhile there is a shortage of information there is also a

degree of confusion in the literature. whíle the 1982 re-

port states that three per cent of Manitoba's population

have "some level of mental retardation" a non-government re-

port states:

It has been estimated that persons with "mental
retardation" comprise 2-3e" of any population ...It
is estimated that only 1eo of the population is
formally recognized as "mentaIIy retarded".6

From the above, the population is defined by both incidence

and service delivery. While the difference resides in the

qualifier "formaIIy recognized" the pin-pointing of the pop-

ulation remains to be clarified.

The 1982 report does not indicate that it has done prima-

ry research in determining the numbers in question but uses

a 1979 survey of social agencies (ttre HuIl Report). The re-

port estimates that 30,000 Manitobans have "some level of

mental retardation" which would be approximately 3 per cent

of the province's population.T Table 2 shows that of this

30,000 figure the government believes that 10,000 require

Manitoba Task Force on Mental Retardation, oP.
ommendation 8.4, 1. , p. 74.

ARC Industries Inc., "Background on the Human
cus of ARC Industries Inc.", (fact sheet), Winn

Manitoba Task Force on Mental Retardation, oP.
XXVIIT.

cit. , Rec-

Service Fo-
ipeg , 1984.

cit. , p.
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special assistance. There is no indication that the 3 per

cent figure has any empirical foundation other than being

based upon out,side estimations. One would suspeçt that it

is merely drawn from the President's Panel on Mental Retar-

dation figure given for the United States in 1962.8

The 1982 Task Force might have been less certain in its

estimates had it paid closer attention to an earlier Manito-

ba Government report which stated:

8 The President's Panel on Retardation, A Proposed Prosram
f or National Action to Combat Retardation, W, as cited
by John A. Christianson, A Stu4v of the Educalion of Hand-
iãapped Children in Manitoba, (wínnipeg, 1965), p. 10.

POPULATTON PROFILE:
REQUI RI NG

TÀBLE 2

THOSE WITH MENTÀL RETÀRDATION
SPECIÀL ASSISTÀNCE

MentalIy Retarded People
Needing Occasional Assistance

MentaIly Retarded Peop1e
Needing Partial Àssistance

Menta1Iy Retarded People
Needing Continuing Assistance

TotaI Mentally Retarded PeoPIe
In Manitoba Needing Special
Assistance (approx . 1e")

(Source: Manitoba Task Force on Mental

6,000

2,500

1,500

10,000

Retardation, 1982.)
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Although it is commonly accepted, on the basis of
the assumption that intelligence is normally dis-
tributed, that about 3eo of the population are men-
tally retarded, the actual figures in various sur-
veys have ranged from .68 percent to 8.83 percent
depending on the population examined, the means of
assessment employed, and the criteria of retarda-
tion utilized. In fact, it is apparent that the
distribution of intelligence is skewed I with at
Ieast three times as many persons falling below an
IQ of 50, as would be predicted by the normal-
curve. I

Although it is beyond the scope of this report to criticize
the Task Force Report

which it worked tras

fully understood the

conclusions and make

one would susoect

not proven.

Man i toba

One

that the basis from

questions whether it
situation in order Èo draw

recommendations for service policy for
the next twenty years.

B. Services and Data

It is very difficult to determine the extent and nature

of all services in Manitoba. Pure1y from a facility size

perspective, the options range from the large institution
which underplays iÈs negative aspects, to the tiny community

service, which may be virtually invisible. Government it-
sel-f is often unable to understand the system it directs or

to obtain accurate data which would allow for informed poli-
cy direction. A shift by only 1 per cent of the total popu-

Iation in Manitoba would have a dramatic effect on the poli-
cy and programming outcome.

e Manitoba Department of Health and Social Development, Men-
tal Health and MentaI Retardation Services: ô Review and
Preliminarv Model, Government of Manitoba, 1972 , p. 39.
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It is clear that Manitoba's dilemma is not unique in that

it fits within a broader context of the problems facing so-

cial welfare research in Canada. Àndrew Armitage comments

that Canadian governments face the following problem:

Since there are a great number of small programmes
at the neighbourhood and community leve1 (and this
includes most that are of the self-help type)
meaningful inquiry about their experiences is so
fragmented as, for practical purposes, to be un-
available. Complete listings by such locaI insti-
tutions as churches and fraternal organizations do
not exist. 1 o

Furthermore, the data which exist usually consist of con-

crete measurements which may not be useful for qualitative

analyses. For example, there is a heavy reliance in the

Manitoba Government literature on budget leveIs and institu-

tional population level-s. While these measurements were not

meant to be used for the purposes of assessment in relation

to what Àrmitage is talking about, these measurements are

used by the government for purposes other than merely show-

ing budget commitments.

In spite of the lack of concrete social data in the field

of mental retardation there is a basic understanding that

mentally retarded people are stigmatized. The major factors

affecting the individual are as follows;

1. low intelligence hence vul-nerability;

10 Andrew Armi
Realities,

tage, SociaI Welfare in
(loronto, 19751 , p. 182.

Canada 3 Ideals and
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2.

3.

4.

Iow expectations;

marginalization due to competitive society;

impoverishment of experience.

These factors will be developed in detail in Chapter Two.

9.. The Association For Communitv Livinq

Because mentally retarded people traditionally hold low

social status, groups such as those fprmed by parents of

mentally retarded people have acted as advocates in order to

obtain services and rights. Concerning disabled persons in

general,

Manitoba has been a centre for consumer activism
for many years. r 1

Therefore, the combination of the activism of parents and

the establishment of organizational headquarters in I^finnipeg

has provided an environment which has enhanced the potential

of successful interest group activity. Along with the Cana-

dian Àssociation for the Mentall¡' Retarded (which is now ti-
tled the Association for Community Living) which has estab-

Iished a Manitoba and a Winnipeg division, the national

headquarters of the Coalition of Provincial Organízations of

the Handicapped (COpOg) is located in the city. The vlorld

Congress on Rehabilitation International held its conference

in Winnipeg which also added to this environment.

Health and Welfare Canada,
Supply and Services Canada,

Di sabled Per son s
198.õT'p.

f1 1n
34.(ottawa,

Canada,
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The two divisions which the research wiIl focus upon will

be the Àssociation for Community riving (eCr,) - Manitoba,

and the ÀCL - Winnipeg. l 2 These lwo divisions of the ACL or-

ganization are not the only actors working for the benefit

of mentally retarded Manitobans, but they are seen as the

primary actors. In almost all of the interviews conducted

with government administrators these two groups srere the

only ones mentioned although there are

chapters of the ACL in Manitoba.

a number of loca1

As a region for this study Manitoba should be understood

in terms of certain characteristics. Manitoba maintains a

steady population (just over 1 million) of which over half

of the province's population resides in the capital, winni-

peg. Winnipeg is located in the southern region causing

Manitoba's political structure to be awkwardly centralized.

AII social decisions eventually result from Winnipeg

where the provincial government is located. Furthermore,

winnipeg in the 1970s had 80 per cent of Manitoba's urban

population.l3 Manitoba is therefore seen as being comprised

of two halves, Winnipeg and the rest of the province. This

is a misconception due to the fact that rural Manitoba de-

12 The previous tit1e, CAMR, was changed to ÀCL for the Man-
itoba division in 1984 and nationally and in winnipeg in
1 98s.

13 David E. Smith, "The Prairie Provinces", The Provincial
Political Systems: Comparative Essays, D.J. BeIlamy, êt
aI, eds., (Toronto, 1976), p. 50.
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fined in this way includes such cities as Brandon and Thomp-

son. Nevertheless, rural Manitoba is lumped together by

those in the government in Winnipeg. Nor is the problem one

of simple labels. The current distribution of social servi-

ces is also affected. Moreover, this has been the case for

some time as the following quotation shows:

In Manitoba the problem of providing services
and classes for these children [wittr severe mental
and physical handicapsJ is complicated by the de-
mographic fact.

OnIy in Winnipeg is it possible for the school
authorities to develop a complete range of spe-
cialized services. None of the other school divi-
sions have enough children to warrant the develop-
ment of a full program. 1 a

Within both the Canadian and the Manitoba context it is

evident that there are two dimensions to the activities of

the Association for Community f,iving when it operates as an

interest group. The first dimension concerns the formula-

tion or provision of new policies. Examples of this are the

pressures to alter the Manitoba Mental Health Act and the

establishment of the Welcome Home Project. The second di-

mension is the attempt to affect existing policies. This

would include: support for affected parents' ensuring that

certain individuals are not abused or excluded from servi-

ces, in shortr sâfeguarding citizens. I,lhiIe the second cat-

egory sometimes enters into the field of lobbying' in the

strict sense of policy pressuring, t.he first dimension is

1 4 christianson, op. cit. , p.1 1 .
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the more important.
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Chapter II

SOCIO-ECONOMI C STTUATION

2.1 NORMAI.IZATION: INTEGRÀTING THE POPT¡LATION

The concept known as "normalization" is the practice of

allowing mentally retarded people to enter the community and

to partake in society's activities. I f impJ-emented it would

act against a possible decline in society's actions and at-

titudes towards these people. Normalization plays a key

role in conceiving modern human service delivery. The three

main theorists have been Bank-Mikkelson of Denmark, Nirje of

Sweden, and Wolfensberger of Canada. Bank-Mikkelson has de-

fined normalization as "letting the mentally retarded obtain

an existence as close to the normal as possible."r Nirje de-

fines it as

making available to the mentally retarded pat-
terns and conditions of everyday life whictr are as
close as possible to the norms and patterns of
mainstream society.2

Wolfensberger stated it is the

As quoted by WoIf Wolfensberger, Normalization: The Prin-
ciple of Normalization in Human Services, (Downsview,
Ont. , 1972) , p. 27 .

r bid.
17
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Iu] tilization of means which are as cuItura11y.
normative as possible, in order to establish and/
or maintain personal behaviors and characteristics
which are as culturally normative as possible.3

Concerning the trends in Canadian society, Michael Ken-

drick (Program Coordinator of the National Institute on Men-

taì Retardation (Nrun) ) stated in 1979 that despite

_some progress since the Second World glar in
terms of public support for normative community
living for mentally handicapped citizens, subsÈan-
tial resistance stil1 exists for the full-scaIe
implementation of such a social policy. Judging
by what has actually been implemented, we do not
in Canada have a universal commitment to normali-
zation. So in a historical senser our society
cannot be characterized as being entirely prepared
to commit. itself to viev¡ing mentally retarded peo-
ple as having ur¡ambiguously the same rights and
resÞonsibilities as other citizens. 4

Às indicated previously, the per capita population size

of mentally retarded persons in Manitoba is seen as similar
to that of other countries. Given that the Manitoba govern-

ment estimates that 30,000 persons are deemed mentally re-

tarded and that 10,000 of those need special assistance, it
is not surprising that there are strong concerns being

raised both privately and publicly about the present system.

3 rbid., p. 28.

Michael Kendrick, "The Response to the Community",
lization and MentaI Handicap, (Downsview, Ont., 1980
74.
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2.2 PROFILE OF ô STIGMÀTIZED POPULATION

A revieh' of the literature reveals that mentally retarded

persons need representation. The main reason for this is
that they inaintain low levels of legitimacy. Mental retar-
dation is a stigmatized conditioni more so than the average

physical handicap. Western society places a high value on

intellectual ability hence the mentally retarded person is
vulnerable in as much as he or she is devalued.

The stigma arises largely from the view that mentally re-

tarded people are suffering from a sickness or mental iII-
ness. The amalgamation of laws pertaining to mentally re-

tarded people in Manitoba with mentally i11 people under the

Manitoba Mental Health Act is an indication of this philoso-
phy. Whereas a person who is sick is temporarily vulnera-

b1e, the mentally retarded person finds no relief from lnis/
her condition. Alfred and Maria MiIler state:

_being a patient is usually not a continuous or
primary role and does not serve as a basis for a
person's ongoing identity. Being sick is ordinar-
iIy considered an episode or interruption of nor-
mal life activities. It is viewed as an undesira-
ble, temporary status to be put aside as quickly
as possible to return to one's normal roles. The
sick role is actively rejected as a part of a per-
son's identity. Thus the patient is ipso facto in
an unstable, vulnerable position. 5

Added to these effects of the medical model, in Manitoba the

laws were framed in such a manner that they served as a sup-

port of possible abuses instead of being a protector against

s Alfred E.
and Health

Miller and Maria
Care, (ttew York,

G. Mi1ler, Options for HeaIth
1981), p. 221.
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abuse. The Clarkson report stated in 1973 that the Manitoba

Menta1 Health Act was

written in such a manner and with such language
that it would seem to be dealing more with the im-
prisonment of offenders than with the protection
and development of persons with Iimited intel-
lect. 6

Since the Clarkson report was written there has been no rec-

tification of the problem. In a report to the Provincial

Steering CommiÈtee, the ACL - Manitoba reported:

_the Manitoba MentaI HeaIth Àct. . . is f ocussed
entirely on institutionalization of persons with a
mental handicap according to entirely inappropri-
ate medical model criteria.T

The Mental Health Act does come into conflict with the

Manitoba Human Rights Act which prohibits discrimination

against those who have a "mental handicap". s The involuntary

incarceration of what the Mental Health Act labels as "men-

tal retardates" has yet to be fully challenged. The advent

of the Canadian Charter of Rights however has provided the

federal ACL with an important tool which wiIl provide the

provincial organízations a push to challenge their respec-

tive provincial legislation. At present the Manitoba ÀCL

has been lobbying the government for a rectification of the

Dr. J. C. Clarkson, Mental Health and Retardation Services
in Manitoba: A ReporÈ to the Minister of Health and So-
cial Development, Province of Manitoba, (Manitoba, 1973),
p.8.

Moira Grahame, Leqislation Involvinq Mentallv Handicapped
People of Manitoba, ACL Manitoba report to the Provin-
cial Steering Committee, 1985.

8 Manitoba Human Rights Act, (Revised), August, 1982.
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J.egaI i ncons i stency .

Second, society in general has always had, and continues

to have, low expectations for these individuals. This in-

creases the disability.e This second factor has led many to

concentrate on improving the education system for those with

special needs. Those who are in the developing stage need

to have educators who have high expectations instead of a

defeatist attitude. For example, the I.Q. test has been

criticized as a tool for the education system to weed out

those who are perceived as being a nuisance. Joseph Agassi

states that the I.0. test has been used in the Unit.ed States

in order to resolve the following problem:

It does not matter...what makes a half-wit a half-
wit; what the teacher wishes to convey is, first
and foremost, that there are pupils in his class
who are not able to benefit from normal class
situations, no matter how effective the teacher
may be, and whose presence in the class is only a
burden. 1 o

Third, Canada and Manitoba's economic system promotes

competition among groups and individuals thus causing the

weaker (or less defensive) units to be marginalized. The

mentally retarded person is the first to be placed in this

situation. The mentally retarded person is often defended

by his or her family which itself is becoming an increasing-

NIMR, Orientation ManuaL on Mental Retardation: Part 1,
[Revised Edition], (Downsview, Ontario, 1977), pp. 75
77.

Io Joseph Agassi, "The Twisting of the I.Q. Test", The PhiI-
osophical Forum: À Ouarterlv, VoI. 3, No. 2, Winter,
1972, p. 270.
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, The family itself is also weak-

by mental retardation in several

describes the difficulties
while supporting her menta

ir.
ir

1. Institutional separation of the person from the rest
of the family.

2. Treatment and care costs weaken the family's economic
st rength .

3. Less flexibility in terms of time for those responsi-
ble for famiJ-y funding due to care of disabled indi-
vidual.

4. Mobility of earning member(s) may be reduced by need
to have close proximity to care and treatment facili-
ties.

While there are no empirical data to support the claim that
families in Manitoba with handicapped children are weakened

there are a number of parents in Manitoba who support this
claim. r 1

of

rlv

_I had to go on social assistance when my ex-
husband took off. It wasn't the greatest thing
for my self-esteem. Itrs horrible having people
poking into your Iife all the time, and spending
half your time filling out forms. So three years
ago I suddenly said to heII with this garbage and
took a job in a furniture factory down the road.
For standing on a concrete floor from 8:00 till
4:30, spraying, sanding, and dodging the guys
catching my boobs, I receive the princely sum of
$5.78 an hour... It's al-so not much to keep t.hree
people lher familyl on... It's a man's job and I
work as hard as the men but I gel paid less than
them. I pretty well have to work at this factory
because it's the closest job to home. I haven't

1 I Personal communications.
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the time to spend hours on a bus twice a day, and
I have to be able to run home in case of an emer-
gency with Brenda. r 2 [siemens' nmphasisJ

This parent also reports that there are strong constraints

on free time which may affect the ability of family members

to cope with stress: "My social life starts at midnight and

usually ends a few minutes later."13

FinalIy, mentally retarded people suffer from an impover-

ishment of job skills and fabour related experience. The

problem is circular in nature due to the requirement that

the person needs to have a job in order to obtain a new job.

SociaI skilIs are often acquired through the work-pIace and

if a person is unemployed there is less chance that he or

she will be able to adapt to the community. While employ-

ment can provide economic independence it may also provide a

chance for helpful role models.

The main reasons for the strong push for community living

are found in the above assertions. The concept of "communi-

ty" or "community Iiving" is best understood when one looks

at David Mechanic's definition:

Community is both a social and a psychological
construct. It refers to patterned relationships
among persons and to a sense of being part of the
pattern a sense of identity.l4

12 Liz Siemens, "Líz and Brenda Siemens"
Profiles of Disabled Manitobans The
tional Children, (winnipeg, 1981), p.

, The Positive Path:
Council for Excep-
108.

I 3 rbid. p.109.
1 4 David Mechanic, Future Issues in Health Care: Socia1
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beBehaviours which are suitable for community living should

seen therefore as related to environmental conditions.

There can be no doubt about

of mentally retarded people.

private sector are aware of thi
Parliamentary Committee on the

found that

the poor social positioning

Both the government and the

s. For example, the Special

Disabled and the Handicapped

_one of the areas of rather tragic neglect so
far as human rights are concerned, vras that of the
mentally handicapped citizens... I s

In a release, ARC Industries (a Winnipeg sheltered workshop)

stated that the 1ife experiences which are "commonly faced"

include:

1. poverty of experience

2. material poverty

3. lack of control over personal decisions/destiny

4. limited personal friendships

5. Lack of skills/Lack of educational opportunities
6. rejection by other people

7. Iack of opportunity to contribute meaningfully to so-
ciety. l 6

PoIicv and the Rationinq of Medical Services,
1979), p. 73.

(New York,

As stated from Proceedings of the Special Parliamentary
Committee on the Canadian Constitution, 21 November 1980.

ÀRC Industries Inc., "Background on the Human Service Fo-
cus of ARC Industries fnc.", (fact sheet), Winnipeg,
1984.

lq

16
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The above points underscore the serious vulnerability being

faced and suggest a personal sense of fragility and loneli-
ness. while there is agreement concerning the personal

situation there is also recognition that mentally retarded

people are "in danger." Not only is it an issue of loneli-
ness or the lack of material comforts but an issue of the

need for protection from the institutions of our society.

According to Paul McLaugh1in, mentally retarded persons

must cope with life in the face of an uncaring
political system, a rigid, s€1f-indulgent bureauc-
racy, a neglectful and exploitative economic sys-
tem, a discriminatory lega1 system, a human deliv-
ery system that is more intent on labelling,
segregating, institutionalizing, Iocking up and
processing than on providing a truly human ser-
vice, and a family system that is under extreme
pressure itself. No wonder their lives are so
filled with danger. l7

In his terms, "less stigma means less danger."1I

Concerning the current Manitoba situation a CAMR reportle

stated:

adult lifestyles of the overwhelming majority
of Manitoba's mentally retarded citizens are typi-
fied by experiences of impoverishment, underem-
ployment, and near negligibte opportunities for
skiII development. 2o

PauI McLaughlin
Ont. , 1979), p.

, Guardianship of the
7.

Person, (Downsview,

Ibid. p. 29.
1 s This report yras written when relations between the gov-

ernment and CAMR were at its lowest point. It $ras a re-
sult of a walk-out from the 1982 Manitoba Task Force on
Mental- Retardation by those representing the organiza-
tions.

17

f8

20 Helen Steinkopf,
Manitoba: "we

et â1, Ment,al Retardat ion Services in
Have Promises to @p", CAMR, (wlnnipeg,
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2.3 THE SHIFT IN SERVICES

Às the awareness increased as to the social problems so

too did programming. Today almost all services in Manitoba

come from the Department of Community Services. This is a

change from what can be seen in a 1964 Federal Government

report:
$relfare Departments have concerned themselves to a
quite Iimited extent with problems of the mentally
retarded and usually indirectly through the normal
child weLfare services, public assistance, and
other general programs. 2 r

One of the potential disadvantages of moving mental re-

tardation into the social sphere from the medical is that

the popular support being counted upon may not grovr. Look-

ing at the very general area of health politics in the Unit-

ed States as compared to social welfare issues one can see

the possible conseguences to mental retardation policy. In

an article on government and health, Theodor Litman comments

that, in the United States, health politics

_is usually conducted in a favorable political
climat.e. The notion of health is a popular one:
the public, for good or i11, remains convinced of
the efficacy of medicine in promoting and main-
taining it and believes that future medical ad-
vances guarantee less sickness and longer Iife.
This results in strong popular support for spend-
ing money in all fields of healÈh...

21

1982), p. 34.

NaLional Health and Welfare
ties of the Deoartment of'(-ot ta*a, 1E,6-¿Tll.-F -

, MentaI Retardation Activi-
National HeaIth and Welfare,
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Other fields are not so fortunate when they en-
ter the oolitical arena. Welfare spending, for
example, is not merely opposed because of possible
adverse tax or spending consequences, but there
are important segments of the public that oppose
welfare spending in principle. They believe that
it is srorse than doing nothing, because it encour-
ages laziness and dependency on the part of those
receiving welfare. 2 2

In Manitoba with the new push for community living the ÀCLs

will have to wait to see how the electorate perceives this
new visible population. A dependent out of sight may be

above public scrutiny but one in the community may be seen

as just another "welfare bum". The stigma caused by margi-

nality while being reduced may be shifted to a stigma caused

by a social response to a perceived dependency upon taxpay-

ers.

The direction which our society is taking regarding men-

tally retarded people is not yet c1ear. Some theorists as

VÍoIf Wolfensberger claim that as we become more materialis-
tic as opposed to community oriented we will ignore the

weaker elements in society.23 Many would argue that the op-

posite will occur, that is, as technology and awareness in-
creases so too will the protection of those who are on the

soc ial fr inge.

22 Theodor Litman, "Government and Health: The PoIitical
Aspects of Health Care A Sociopolitical Overview",
Hea1th Politics and PoIicv, Litman and Robins, eds., (New
York, 1984), p. 32.

23 wolf wolfensberger,
Societallv Devalued
view, ontario, 1984)

Voluntary Associations on behalf ofÃãffi n ãG pEffio pfã, --õãîn F
, pp. 68 80.
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Chapter III
THE INTEREST GROUP¡ IN SEARCH OF MITUÀtISM

3.1 PRETJIMINÀRY

In Manitoba, interest groups have played a major role in

obtaining social advances for mentally retarded persons.

WhiIe such individuals may lack personal social status,

those who have acted as their advocates have often had high

Ievels of social status as well as other resources. The

volunteer sector has had an effect on government services

and policies for a longer period than many would think. In

a 1965 Manitoba Government report the following is found:

The government authorities should not Iightly dis-
miss the services of the voluntary groups. They
should be encouraged to meet their changing ro1es,
and, as tradit,ional programs are taken over by
governmentr âctively encouraged to explore nevr
areas of service. The active involvement of pri-
vate citizens in these agencies provides access to
knowledge not usually available and greatly en-
hances public understanding of sociaL problems.r

In the past century Canadian voluntary associations, an-

other name for interest groups in this field, have changed

both in ideals and membership. The modern organízaLions be-

gan with parents who were concerned that their children were

1 John A. christ
capped Children

ianson, A Study of the
in Manitoba, (winnipeg,

Education of Handi--Tffi.Jgl-
29
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themselves were not

from their respective

arise: What are the

group? What are the

or Manitoba and what

needed?
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care and that the service providers

getting acceptable levels of funding

governments. The following questions

ingredients of a successful interest
ingredients for such a group in Canada

types of members of a group would be

3.2 INTEREST GROUP ÀTTRIBUTES

The term "interest group" is defined by DeIl Hitchner and

william Harbold as

any collecLion of persons with common objec-
tives r¡ho seek the realization of those objectives
through political action to influence public poli-
cy .2

A. Paul Pross has found that the following attributes are

essential to the make-up of a modern institutional3 interest
group:

t.

¿.

^

Continuity

Organization

Articulation
Influence on

of Interest
power a

DeII Hitchner and William H.
(New York, 1972), p. 136.

Harbold, Modern Government,

As opposed to an issue oriented interest group.

A. Paul Pross, "Pressure Groups: Àdaptive Instruments of
PoIiticaI Communication", Pressure Group Behaviour in Can-
adian PoIitics, Pross, ed.fToronto, l9zSlllpp7 -¡l-



The fact

in itself
raison d' etre lies in demonstratinq that it
by virtue of being organized than it would if its members

were in disagreement or if the members of the group acted

simpiy as individuals. Whether active or not, according to

BernhoIz, âD organized body maintains political influence.s

One should qualify this by understanding that an organ-

ized body must exhibit at least the potential to act if it
is to remain as an influential body. An organízation may in

fact be seriously weakened if its members rely too much on

being part of an organization merely for effect.

3.3 INTEREST GROUP DEVET,OPMENTS

with the rise of industrialism in Canada there has also

been the rise of interest groups as functioning separate en-

tities of influence. As B. Guy Peters statesi

One of the dominant features of postindustrial so-
ciety is the return to pressure groups as a domi-
nant input mechanísm.6

Peter BernhoIz, "Dominant Interest Groups and Powerless
Parties", Kyklos, VoI. 30., No. 3, 1977, p. 412.

B. Guy Peters, "Insiders and Outsiders: The Politics of
Pressure Group Influence on Bureaucracy", Administration
and Societv, VoI. 9, No. 2, August, 1977, p. 215.

that the representatives are organ

. Peter Bernholz writes that an
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In the United States John Walker found that one half of all
the groups operating in the 1980s were created after 1945.7

Khayyam PaItiel states thai this holds true in Canada and

that the growth has been largely in what he calls the "citi-
zens' group category."s One of the reasons is the increased

size of the bureaucracy in both federal and provincial gov-

ernments. Às its size increases so too does its influence

on public policy; the bureaucracy therefore is a means for
policy input. Douglas G. Hartle states:

It is true, of course, that the legislation usuaf-
ly requires that the minister 'decide.' In fact,
as we all know, a minister's time is limited, and
he is required, by and large, to accept the recom-
mendations of his officials almost automaticatly.e

While Hartle is speaking of the Federal Government it is ap-

parent that this is the case in the provinces as weII. Às

John Kettle commented in the 1970s, "if you worry about the

epidemic of bureaucrats, the provinces are the governments

to watch."1o

Às cited by Khayyam Z. PaltieI, "The Changing Environment
and Role of Special Interest Groups", Governinq Under
Pressure: Thg Special Interest GrouÞs, A. P. Pross, €d.,
ÏToronto, 1982)-, p. 205. -

r bid.

Douglas G. HartIe, "Techniques and Processes of Adminis-
tration", Politics: Canada, 4th Edition, Paul W. Fox,
ed. , (Toronto , 1977) , p. 498.

lo John Kettle, "Bureaucracy Grows Àpace in
Municipalities", Ibid., p. 506.

I

q

Provinces and
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It is apparent that governmenL administrators make use of

the support and information provided by the group to defend

any resulting policies which may be in the group's favour.rr
When the government believes that a specific interest group

is a proper representative for a segment of society, the re-
Iationship between the group and the government will tend

towards a state of mutualism. Peters describes this phenom-

enon:

The descriptions of the interactions of interest
groups and [governmental] administration in clien-
tele politics Ieads to the characterization of
these relationships as being symbiotic. As in
biological symbioses, this relationship implies a
mutual dependence of the two participants.l2

The evidence in later chapters wiII show that such a charac-

terization is increasingly accurate with respect to the ÀCL

in Manitoba.

3.4 HEAITH TO WET¡FARE INTERESTS

The Canadian political system also contains many elements

of welfare economics and the accompanying emphasis on the

promotion of the public Aood. However, throughout Canada

the welfare economy has come to be seen as a pie for which

groups compete either with other groups or with the general

populace for what they see as their fair share. This was

highlighted at the First WorId Congress of Disabled Peoples'

11

12

Peters

r bid. ,

, op. cit., p. 192.

p. 202.
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International by Bengt Lindqvist:

Disability policies...very often concern the dis-
tribution of resources in the society and are,
more often than not, political issues. l3

with the shift in the paradigm of how to serve mentally

retarded people, conflicts arise concerning what issues are

to be addressed by the interest groups concerned. Before

the 1950s the question (or issue) was: where can society

put this mentally retarded population? The issue now has

become: what can vre do for these people.

In the move from the medical model for the treatment of

mentally retarded people to the more general model of commu-

nity living there can be seen a certain parallel with other

changes in Canadian society. The overall health system and

policy making have increasingly involved public pressure.

In other words, public health is no longer a closed system

above scrutiny. G. R. Weller comments on the parameters of

the change:

In the era of government regulation there began to
develop a political-economy model of health re-
sources distribution and an increasingly popular
public model of health care: many governments be-
gan to feel that the allocation of health resourc-
es should be politically determined, and this co-
incided with a rising belief that health resources
were a public aood because of the importance of
individual health to the economic and well-being
of soc iety. 1 a

Mani-
I.forId

13 Bengt Lindqvist, "Disabled
festo", A Voice of Our Own:
Conqress of Disabled Peopfes'
Dec. , 1981, Singapore, p. 54.

G. R. weller , t'From t Pressure

Peoples' International
Proceedinqs of the 1 st
International, 30 Nov. 4

Group Politicsr to 'Medical
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This has been of particular importanqe to disabled people.

As mental retardation moves from the medical sphere to

the social sphere it is appareni that it imports with it
some of the elements of health care. One can see that the

rise of community involvement in public (physical) health in

the United States grevr at the same time as the push by the

parent organizations for service monitoring and the height-

ening of quality.

Concerning transformations in health policy, as an exam-

ple, Doman Lum writes:
Problem ident i f icat ion in healt.h pol icy leads to
the formulation of social values and task roles,
which can serve as guidelines for policy action.
Values influence how policy problems are framed
and interpreted and what policy goals are formu-
lated. Task roles delineate potential policy are-
as for functions and assignments.ls

The consumer movement in health care is similar to the move-

ment for mentally retarded people. Participants in the

health care sector in the United States realize that

_legitimacy and authority of. these . planning
agencÍes increases with the representation of a
cross section of sociaL, economic, political, and
professional interests within a region or one com-
munity. 1'

Industrial Comclex': The Development of Approaches to
the Politics of Health Care", Perspectives on Canadian
Health and SociaI Services PoIicy: Historv and Emerqinq
Trends, C. À. Meilicke and J. L. Storch, eds., (UicfrigâD,
1980 ) , p. 317 .

l s Doman Lum, "Social Values and Task Roles in Health PoIi-
cy", Social Work and Health Care Policy, D. Lum, ed.,
(tlew Jersey, 1982) , p. 14.

l6 Christa ÀItenstetter, "Planning for HeaIth Facilities in
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I movement arose during a period

many different sectors of society

activism and lobbying. G. À.

Milbank Memo-
| 1973t p. 57.

and HeaIth Re-
of Health Ser-

_the United States thus has arisen in part from
social forces, such as the struggle for justice
f or the poor , the di sadvantaged, and ininor i ty
groups in aiding them to express their needs and
end their polrerlessness; from reassertion of some
traditional values, like decentralization; and
from professional reasons as we11.17

3.5 THE FEDERÀL EFFECT

Although governments appear to be more open to outside

influences concerning public health and social welfare, the

two tiered system of government, that is, the federal struc-
ture, in both the United States and Canada causes confusion

as to the decision making areas for policy input. There-

fore, the Manitoba organization representing the mentally

retarded population must also deal with this added problem.

One area which indicat,es thi s problem i s in vocat ional

training. One could suppose that the Manitoba ACLs are not

directlv involved with the influencing of both the provin-

cial and federal governments as related to the direct effect

the United States and in Western Germany",
rial Fund Ouarterlv, VoI. 53, No. 1, Winter

17 G. A. SiIver, "Community Participation
source AIlocation", International Journal
vices, Vol. 3, No. 2, 1973, p. 129.
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which VRDP (Vocational Rehabilitation of Disabled Persons

Àgreement) has upon Manitoba unemployment and handicapped

people. Since VRDP is a federal-provincial agreement much

is left in the federal association's hands. r I Nevertheless,

VRDP has major effects on mentally retarded Manitobans in

that the vocational rehabilitation workshops falI targely
under its jurisdiction.

The lack of progress concerning workshops may result from

the fact that they do not belong completely in any one ju-

risdiction. The provinces wait for the Federal Government

to introduce progressive changes and vice versa. Added to

this complication, Keith Banting states:

In keeping with the other forms of fragmentation
of authority, divided jurisdiction raises the lev-
eI of consensus required for innovation, and
thereby complicates the process of introducing nevr
programs

3.6 CONFLICTING STAKES

One of the major tasks facing the ÀCLs is to be found in

the attempt to change the thinking and direction of govern-

ment policy makers in order to instigate innovation. There

is also the problem of being seen as the "true" representa-

tives of those who are mentally retarded. Groups belonging

r I this was indicated by the low number of statements made
by the Manitoba and 9línnipeg ACL interviewees.

le Keith G. Banting, The Welfare State and Canadian
isrn, (Kingston, Ontario, 1982), p:1i4:

Federal-
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to the institutional system defend both the old pattern of

service delivery as weII as their share of what the govern-

ment spends on human service delivery. The conflict in Man-

itoba is highlighted in the Manitoba Task Force on Mental

Retardation report:

There is need for ongoing advanced planning to
support a coordinated provincial direction in the
mental retardation field. The changing social
conscience, the ever-changing technologies, and
changing expectat ions f or more accept,ance of re-
sponsibility for services to citizens with special
needs, must be adequately addressed. Many stake-
holders in the private sector see the present di-
rection as a disincentive for some developmental
programming and more community based options. The
existing provincial directions, âs perceived by
soñe stakeholders, is the perpetuation of institu-
tionally based residential care in its present
form at the expense of developing an adequate con-
tinuum of services in the community.2o

Further to this,

[o1 organ izations are competing for the moral,
physical and financial aid of the general public
and the purse strings of government.2l

The Task Force report is vague as to who the stakeholders

may be concerning shifts in service delivery but it is obvi-

ous that interested stakeholders would include nursing un-

ions, professionals, and certain communitiesr âs weII as the

ACLS.

20 Task Force on Mental Retardat
Opportunities for Tomorrow,
Community Services and Correct
125.

ion, Challenqes for Todav,
Report to the Minister of
ions, (Manitoba, 1982), p.

21 rbid., p. 126.
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The three main issues which the government wiIl face con-

cèrning the phasing out of Iarge institutions in Manitoba

are outlined by a Manitoba mental health report in 1983:

1. the potential negative economic impact on the commu-
nity in which the hospital is located and on the in-
stitution's staff;

2. potential difficulties in implementing effective com-
munity-based programming because transferred staff
Iack appropriate training;

3. lack of preparation of host communities.22

Therefore there are a number of stakeholders who may object

to the community move.

In attempting to provide a ne!{ direction in the area of

unemployment (which would be under the umbrella of community

living) Robert McInnes, the past director of ARC Industries,
cites the obstacles towards creating an affirmative indus-

trial ideology. The Board of Directors of ARC use J. Durand

and L. Durand's definition: "a non-profit organization

whose primary goal is to provide emplovment to persons who

are handicapped."23 This ideology, because it differs from

previous service modes, meets resistance from those who

maintain vested interests in the established system.

Mclnnes cites the following groups:

Canadian Mental Health Association Manitoba Division,
et â1, Critical Issues in Mental Hea1th: Communitv Based
Ment,al HeaIth Services, (Winnipeg, 1983).

As cited by Robert J. McInnes, Affirmative Industries: åSiIk Purse From a Sow's Ear?, Report to the CCRW National
Conference, Montreal, 1984, p. 5.

22

23
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1. parents

2. staff
3. the community

4. the rehabilitation system

5. some disabled people themselves2a

Mclnnes is not clear on the similarity or distinctness of

the groups' interest nor the intensity in which they hold

their positions. One can say however that together these

groups have obstructed the establishment of the new ideolo-
gv.

Further to the above mentioned problems cited by Mclnnes

is the threat of government restraint. The demand for re-
sources is increasing and such observers as Burton Gummer

raise the following point:

Organizational domain...will be determined by an
increasing concern with sheer survival. . . 2 s

The demand for resources in Canada has paral-leled the in-
creases in resources since the Second WorId War, however

there is nothing to indicate that these resources wiIl con-

tinue to meet the demand. One federal- reÞort stated in
1 980:

In future, the spread between the continued rising
consumer demand and the relative decline in re-
source availability will widen. Inflationary

24 rbid., pp. g 9.

2s Burton Gummer, "...Ànd Now For The Bad News:
tional and Managerial Behavior Under Condit
clining Resources", Administration in SociaI
4, No. 3, FaIl, 1980, p. 93.

Organ íza-
ions of De-
Work, Vol-.
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conditions wiIl exacerbate the problem. 2 6 This
will have major implications for the human servi-
ces field in general and help for disabled persons
in particulaÊ.27

In a National InstiLute on Mental Retardation (Nflqn) publi-
cation Pellet.ier and Richler support the federal report's
statement concerning the Canadian trend:

where money wiIl gradually be less available to
human services, competent management of highly
cost-efficient and cost-beneficial services wilI
become even more critical.2s

Às Canada emulates the progress made in the United States

in relation to mentally retarded people it may also emulate

a regression for those groups which seek innovative human

service delivery. The concerns raised in Canada about the

decline in social welfare resources are also to be found in

other countries. Gregory O'Brian writes concerning social
work in the United States:

The first, and perhaps the most painful, chal-
lenge with which the social- worker wilI be dealing
in the 1980s is the discrepancy between the avail-
able resources and public expectations... In the
1960s Americans assumed that our seemingly unlim-
ited resources coupled with American ingenuity
could solve any problem. Today we find our re-
sources limited... Human resources seem harder
and harder to marshall for the common good as each

26 The inflationary problem appears to
past few years.

Health and Vlelfare Canada, Disabled
(ottawa, 1980), p. 142.

have declined in the

Persons in Canada,27

28 Jacgues PeIIetier and Diane Richler, Maior Issues in Com-
munity Livinq for Mentallv Handicapped Persons: Ref1ec-
tions on the Canadian Experience, (Ðownsview, Ont.,@1 ,p.TT
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individual group seeks its own best interest.2s

Organízations other than the ÀCLs do have an impact at
times. Àithough t.he ACLs would hesitate to form coalitions
with such bodies as unions of professional workers or other

institutional stakeholders, benefits accrue when such bodies

react similarly to government policies, especially those

pertaining to cut-backs in spending. For example, in a re-
port of a clienÈ's injury at the Portage institution the

Government's Employee's Association complained of staff cuts

causing problems in adequate supervision.3o Although the un-

ion would favour an expansion of staff for Portage (which

would be of concern to the ÀCLs who worry about the expan-

sion of an institutions's base) it also does have something

to say about a declining quality of care for those in the

institution (with which the ACLs would agree).

There is a tendency to group various interests into two

distinct camps. Professionals are often seen as represent-

ing the institutions while parents and consumers represent

the push for integration, that is, community Iiving. This

is not always the case, for example, in a 1964 statement to
a federal-provincial conference the Canadian Psychiatric Às-

sociation stated:

Gregory O'Brian,
D. Lum, ed., (New

The Winnipeq Free

29 from Social Work and Health_ Care PoIicv,,,:ersã!l-Eailp. rx.
Press, 30 Oct. 1985.30
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_treatment and service programs must concern
themselves with the emotional and social develop-
ment of the retarded individual and...this can
best be accomplished when the retarded child is
being cared for in his home.31

3.'7 THE POSITION OF THE ACTJ

While the government may seek to withdraw support for
services and programmes endorsed by the interest groups it
also realizes the benefits of existing organízaLions. Às

one person in the Manitoba government saw it, there has been

a change in relations between the ÀCLs and the government in

the past two years. She described it as previously being a

situalion of "them and us" and that it vras now a "real part-
nership.rr32 The shift was ascribed to a change in attitude
of the executive of the Department of Community Services and

to the increased willingness of organizations to respond.

The apparent strength of position which the ACLs hold in
Manitoba and their perceived role as the major representa-

tive of the mentally retarded population is quite different
from what happens in other parts of Canada concerning disa-
bled people. For example, the Canadian Council of Rehabili-
tation and Work (CCRFI),33 largely represents sheltered work-

3 1 Submission þ¡ the Canadian Psvchiatric Àssociation io
Federal-Provincial Conference on Menta1 Retardation,
tober, 1964, p. 3.

Personal communication, 9 July, 1985.

Previously titled the Canadian Council of Rehabilitation

the
Oc-

32

33
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shops and their management while making statements to the

government (such as the Judge AbeIIa Report) as represen-

tives of disabled unemployed people. The Coalition of Pro-

vincial Organizations of the Handicapped (COPOH) maintains a

distance from CCRW due to the perception that their inter-
ests are in oppositio¡l to each other. Further to this con-

fusion, both organizations receive HeaIth and Welfare Canada

funding and CCRW would be hesitant to form any type of co-

alition for fear that government would see this as a dupli-
cation of service.3 a

Ànother point of distinction between the federal disabled

person's agencies and the Manitoba ACLs is a high level of

confusion concerning what is progressive for disabled peo-

ple. In addition, groups such as COPOH have questioned

whether some of the other organizations are advocating

change or the maintenance of the staÈus cluo. 35 Meanwhile

it is clear that the ACLs are calling for a change in struc-
tures and types of service delivery. There is no confusion

arising from this sector in Manitoba.

In a resolution adopted at the Annual General Meeting of

the CÀMR - Manitoba Division in 1984 the following statement

was made:

34

Workshops

Pe r sona I
Personal

communication,

commun i cat i on ,

Summer,1983.

Summer, 1 983.35
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-[tfreJ 
Manitoba Council of Rehabilitation

Workshops Inc....during the course of the past two
years in particular, has shown an inability to'
come to grips with the issues of financing, pro-
grams, policy, direction, etc. that have, and wiIl
continue to plague sheltered workshops, vocational
training centres and occupational activity cen-
tres...36

The ACLs wiII speak on all aspects of a mentally retarded

person's life even where other organizations have a mandate

to represent specific aspects, such as the MCRW.

3.8 THE T,EGITIMATE POSITION

In their search for change the ACLs face the choice of

incremental or innovative change. Doman Lum draws the dis-
tinction between these two types:

Incremental change involves minor adjustment to
present policy, while innovative change results in
unpredictable conseguences. 3 7

In changing the at,titudinal paradigm, the ACLs are asking

politicians and bureaucrats to take risks. While it is true

that the environment is fert.ile for policy shifts, neverthe-

less it means that the ACL success is more difficult to ob-

tain when compared with earlier demands which called for in-
creases in funding for an already implemented system.

36 CAMR - Manitoba Division, Minutes of the 31st
eral Meeting, 12 May 1984.

37 Doman Lum, "HeaIth Policymaking Framework",
and Health Care Policy, op. cit., p. 27.

Annual Gen-

SociaI Work
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Interest groups can choose two directions in acting: iI-
legitimate and Iegitimate activity. In Manitoba the suc-

cessful group representing mentally retarded individuals or

any other population has remained in the area of legitimate

activity; that is, peaceful and Iegal pressuring.

Those interviewed in government positions stated that the

ÀCLs act legiLimately and support a cause which is deemed

legitimate. This should however be qualified by the fact

that the legitimacy is within a social welfare context.

When asked why there was success occurring, one administra-

tor responded by saying that both the parents and groups

have "rightness" on their side and they are speaking to an

issue which is considered humanitarian; that is, changing

the present system in order to better serve those who are

vulnerable. 3 8

Another worker stated that the Iegitimacy element (which

he categorized as being part of a "motherhood" issue) has

been combined with a change in attitude in both the media

and the general community. Events such as the Special OIym-

pics have promoted this change. It was also stated that

while the handicapped population yras once feared or hidden

away (due to fear and social embarrassment) they are seen as

blameless for their disability. There are other low status

segments of society, such as jail inmates, who have not re-

ceived an equivalent leve1 of public sympathy largely due to

38 Personal communication, 3 Ju1y, 1985.
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a lack of social Legitimacy.3e

Although the ACLs are adamant that they are no longer pa-

rent organizations (stating they represent mentally retarded
peopre not the parents of mentarly retarded people) there is
stilr the social perception that these organization are pa-

rent organízaLions. Therefore some of the legitimacy which

is seen may be due to a misunderstanding.

When one looks from the understanding that it is the pa-

rents who represent the mentally retarded person through the

organizations, members in the civil service have stated that
due to the sociar image of the fragility and vulnerability
of mentally retarded peopre there is something "right about

parents representing them."4o

The major area of partnership or convergence has been in
the area of community living. There is a realization in the

government that it must move in this direction as public de-

mands and attitudes increase in favour of the mentalry re-
tarded person. The major activity of the Manitoba and win-
nipeg ÀCL divisions has been the development of new

community systems, that is, in the development of a living
continuum.

39

40

Personal communication, 9 JuIy

Personal communication, 3 JuIy

1 985.

1 985.
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In pushing for new systems of community services and sup-

ports, the organízations have real-ized that the provincial
government wiII not be the initiator. Às do other interest
groups in different fields, the interest group provides the

ideas and proof of the value of changing policy direction.
The government to date has held the purse strings while at
present the organizations as a group resource hold the com-

munity support.. In Table 3 the contrasting characteristics
between government bureaucracies and groups such as the ACLs

is drawn by Morton Warner. It is clear that the ACLs in

Manitoba had much going against them in trying to converge

with the government. One sign of its apparent success has

been in the establishment of the "Welcome Home Project".
This programme is aimed at returning a minimum of 220 people

to the community from Manitoba institutions by 1987¡

The question of how to stimulate the development
of community alternatives for people has not been
a simple one. Government cannot easily bring
about community services by its own initiative
alone. a 1

Both government administrators and the group organizers

believe that through cooperation they can unite their dif-
ferent resources. The government provides the money, sup-

port, and services while the group provides the initiative
and community support.

The Welcome Home Proiect,:
Panel Review, December, 1

41 Report of
984, p. 3.

the National Comserv
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TABLE 3

THE CONTRASTING CHARÀCTERISTICS OF BUREAUCRACIES AND
GOVERNMENT PÀRT] CIPATION GROUPS

Bureaucrac ies

Central Technical Purity
Bureaucrat ic Àuthority
Concentration of the Means

of Administration
The Use of Technical

Expert i se
SociaI Responsibility

(universalistic )
SIow Change

Communitv Participatioh Groups

LocaI Vested Interest
Participation
Community Authority
Community (Democratic t?l )

Decision-Making
The Use of Local Knowledqe

Social Responsibility
(Particularistic )

Fast Change

(Source: Morton Warner, "The Rise of Community participation;
Its Impact on HeaIth Professionals and HeaIth Bureaucracy",
Health and Canadian Societv: Socioloqical perspectives,
op. cit. , p. 364. )

3.9 PARTV POLITICS

In being politically active the group representing men-

tally retarded people in Manitoba stays largely outside par-

ty politics; however it maintains its Iink within the po-

litical system in its dealings with both government members

and administrators. Although the New Democratic Party in
Manitoba and its supporters feel that they have provided the

fertile ground for what the ACLs see as progress this has

not been proven as their doing alone. In fact, Nicola

Schaefer in her book states how parents were disappointed

with an earlier NDP government when they came to power over
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a decade ago.42

WhiIe many short Lerm benefits may be obtained through a

direct attempt to affect party policy, for example, through

policy conventions and constituency meetings, many expressed

concern about being tied to a party which will not always be

ln power. There is however a slight sign that electoral
politics may affect mental retardation policy. In the 1986

Manitoba Provincial Election the Progressive Conservative

Party Leader, Gary FiImon, expressed support for construc-

tion plans for recreation facilities at the Portage institu-
tion. This would run counter to New Democratic plans con-

cerning the institution. Although the ACLs have been quiet

on the issue due to not wanting to be against recreation fa-
cilities for those who are institutionalizeda3 there have

been complaints by individual parents.44 In spite of this
the ACLs state that the PC Party will recognize them as in-
novators and will not dismantle such programmes as Welcome

Home.as The reluctance to become involved in party issues

and pressuring comes from the simple realization that the

bureaucracy and not the party apparatus is the major con-

tributor to government policy formulation and application.a6

Nicola Schaefer, Does She Know She's There?,
Ontario, 1982) , p. 231.

Personal communication, 27 Feb. 1986.

As expressed in a letter to the Winnipeg Free
Feb. 1 986.

(oon Mills,42

4ó

44

4s Personal communication, 27 Feb 1986.

Press, 21
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3.10 SI'MMATION

B. Guy Peters' concept of the symbiotic relationship be-

tween the interest group which is effective and the govern-

ment, known as mutualism, is recognized by the ÀCLs in Mani-

toba. Both the government and the ACLs have resources which

only they can provide for each other. The unique and valua-

b1e posiÈion of the glinnipeg ÀCL is stated by its President,

Bob Manwaring:

No other private or government agency is in a po-
sition to do the kind of "Ieading edge" develop-
ment that the field requires: service providers
are locked into ongoing service delivery responsi-
bilities; government tends to foIlow, rather than
lead, the development of innovative services;
virtually all government funding flows into the
operation of traditional services. The need for
CÀMR Winnipeg's services has been recently under-
lined by the Province's continued requests for in-
volvement and technical support by the Branch, by
similar requests from service providers, and by
the sustained demand on the part of parents and
advocates for assistance in planning, developing
and evaluating services in the community.4T

40 Às PaltieI
government
sphere of

Letter to
1 985.

states: "The
public services

party politics. "

the United way

broadening role and scope of
at all levels has narrowed the
(op. cit., p. 202.)

from CAMR - Winnipeg, March,47



Chapter IV

THE PARENT MOVEMENT ÀS ORGÀNIZÀTIONAL
REPRESENTÀTI\TE

4,1 WESTERN DEVEI,.OPMENTS

As seen in the last chapter, the advent of the group rep-

resenting mentally retarded people must be seen within the

increasing trend of interest group activity following the

Second World War. The progress made is best summed up by

Harvey Simmons in his account of the history of services in

Ontar io:
UnIike the organized working class, they have nev-
er made their own history, and it is only because
they have been represented by interest groups
since 1945, that their presence has been felt on
the political scene. l

There can be no doubt that the mentally retarded person's

low level of social status decreases the probability of hav-

ing an effective impact on the political system. william
Mishler states that in Canada,

as elsewhere, the higher a citizen's social po-
sition the more likely the citizen will be to par-
ticipate in politics.2

Harvey G. Simmons,
Ont. , 1982), p. 261.

From AsvIum to Welfare,

William Mishler, "PoIitical Participation and
Canadian Politics in the 1980's, (Toronlo, 1981

(Downsview,

Democracy",
), p. 132.

52
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Since mentally retarded people have low social status,
parents and professionals, as weIl as any other interested
citizens, act in their stead, âs their advocates. What oc-

curs therefore is a substitute system. In a sense, mentally

retarded people borrow the social status of their advocates

in a process of social "piggy-backiD9".

Two things concerning activity on behalf of mentally re-
tarded people come into play when describing the historical
patterns of these interest groups: a) participation and ef-
ficacy and b) the sense of necessity. Simmons writes that
in Ontario between the years 1900 and 1920 the issues per-

taining to mental retardation vrere virtually invisible with-
in the political system. (gy invisible it is meant that
from a consumeristic standpoint and statements of policy by

the government Iittle was t.here.) Interest groups were ac-

tive but the issues largely concerned social deviance.

À1so, these early twentieth century groups consisted of "so-
cio-economic elites" such as doctors and professionals.3

Prior to the advent of the strong parent organization,
which was the key factor in the development of the represen-

tation of mentally retarded people, the stigma of mental re-
tardation caused the isolation of the afflicted population.

In addition, the social weakness of the group exacerbated

the degree of isolation. Mclaughlin writes:

3 Simmons, op. cit., pp. 138 139.
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It was not very long ago that it was a great
stigma to have a mentally retarded chiId. The
medical profession looked upon the birth of a men-
tally retarded infant as a great tragedy from
which the family needed protection. Typical ad-
vice stressed preventing mothers from seeing their
chiLdren and early institutionalization. If kept,
such children were Iater institutionalized or hid-
den away in shame. Mentally retarded persons $¡ere
kept in vast, remote, dehumanizing warehouses
where inferior care was provided in overcrowded
conditions. a

In the 1950s the parent

at overcoming the problem of

and Rosemary Dybwad write:

organization aimed itself mainly

isolation and stigma. Gunner

Mutual aid and self-help played an important role
in the beginning of the movement initiated in the
1950s by parents of retarded children.s

From mutual aid and self-help arose a formal service deliv-
ery structure. The associations thus became primarily con-

cerned with private service delivery. Services such as

sheltered workshops and special schools were implemented.6

WoIf Wolfensberger comments that there is an established

developmentaJ- pattern for these groups:

VÀs Ivoluntary associations interest groupsl in
the area of human affliction are typically started
by people who see an urgent unmet need, gross re-
jection and/or denial- of rights, abuser oE lack of
services, and who call on others to band Logether

Paul McLaughlin, Guardianship of the Person, (Downsview,
Ont., 1979), p. 12.

Gunner and Rosemary Dybwad, Severe Mental Retardation,
(Downsview, Ont. , 1982), p. 68.

The parent movement and its growth fo1low similar patterns
lhroughout the western worId. Therefore ¡ vtitings not
originating in Manitoba are still useful for an under-
standing of developments in this province.



to address this need and/or challenge society to
address it.7

the organization seeks to

_initiate and operate services , and/or take over
the governance of at least some of the services
started by the assoc iat ion. I

The move is to obtain services as opposed to providing ser-
vices. Ðybwad and Dybwad state that from the first sEage,

the 1950s, to the second stage, typical of the 1960s, there

was a realization that being a major service agency has 1im-

itations:

_some of the assoc iat ions had become ma jor ser-
yice.agencies, owning extensive buildings ang em-ploying large staf f s. I t vras at that þoint that
some leaders in the parent movement recognized
that what looked like a great success could become
a great danger. Why should parents of retarded
children have to become service providers when
this $¡as not necessary for parents of other chil-
dren? From the ensuing discussions a leader in
the parent movement coined the slogan: "Our task
is to obtain, not to provide services".s

He states that they are usually

dren and the organization starts
tal programming.

The second stage occurs when

find other bodies that wiII

parents of handicapped chil-
out by offering developmen-

Behalf of
t ooronsv iew ,

õ

9

WoIf Wolfensberger, Voluntary Àssociations on
Soc ietallv DevaÍued anffi:ra-iãããea peopre,
Ont. , 1984) , p. 20.

r bid.

Dybwad and Dybwad, op. cit., p. 80.
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Concerning the United States, Roos points out that at

anytime one is able to find groups at different stages at

different places. Nevertheless in spite of differences

throughout North America there are clear indications, as

will be shown in the next section, that the present trends

found in representational organizations are a western phe-

nomenon as opposed to one which belongs merely to Manitoba.

Variance does occur in Manitoba but this may largely be due

to the urban-rura1 differences.

The third stage described by Wolfensberger occurs when

the organization has obtained services for its constituents

and devotes all its energy tovrards "a) self-renewal, and b)

what has been called'change agentry.rrtlo This includes pub-

lic education, advocacy, and service monitoring.

Wetherow felt that ÀCL - Winnipeg has gone one step be-

yond Wolfensberger's third stage by pressing for services

for handicapped people which will include non-handicapped

persons, Àn example is found in the latest developments in

housing. The establishment of int,egrated residences, Weth-

erow claims, increased the degree of permanence available to
mentally retarded people. r1

1o Wolfensberger, Voluntary Associations on BehaIf of Socie-
tallv ÐevaÍued ããilr r¡anãEappea peopG,-óÞ: ãt., p.
21 .

I I Personal communication, 9 April 1985.
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The beginning of the parent organization was different
from other organízations. Phi 1ip Roos comments t,hat the

groups arose not from the social establishment (such as the

professional elite in Ontario in the early part of the cen-

tury) which supported medical professionals as the control-
lers of service but as a reaction to the elite;

-they 
developed as a result of what parents per-

ceived as professional negIect.l2

The fact that the representation of mentally retarded

people has been supported largely by parents would explain a

tendency in the Iiterature to deal with those who are either
children or young adults.l3 The push for community living
has been supported by parents who are worried that when they

become too old to ca¡:e f or their disabled son or daughter

there wiIl not be an alternative to institutional placement.

Philip Roos, "Advocate Groups", Handbook of MentaI Retar-
dation, Matson and MuIick, eds., (New York, 1983), p. 27.

Only one study was found concerning elderly mentally re-
tarded people (netty Ang1in, They Never Asked for HeIp: À
Stpdv of Needs of Elderlv Retarded People in Metro Toron-
to).

12

13
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4.2 THE MANITOBA. ORGANIZÀTIONS

The typical advice of the professionals in the 1950s and

1960s was to physically separate the mentally retarded indi-
vidual from the family, there was Lhus a weakening of the

onry link to persons who had some degree of sociar status,
that is, the parents. Líz siemens comments on the pressures

she felt from the social service delivery system:

I used to feel apologetic about Brenda's needs,
mainly because I was constantly being told that
all our problems would be solved if only I would
put her in the institution permanently. tn

Nicora schaefer, another winnipeg parentr E€frected on her

earlier discoveries in the 1960s when she became affiliated
with a parents' organization:

Meeting these parents made me realize several
things. First, there were very few kids around as
badly handicapped as Cath who were living at home.
Second, apart from the meagre physiotherapy ser-
vice at the children's hospítal, there v¡as abso-
Iute1y nothing going in Winnipeg, and nothing in
sight, for such children; except, of course, cus-
todial care, and there was a huge waiting list
even for that. Third, nobody in authority thought
it v¡as worthwhile trying to do anything at aII
with our children. My conclusion was that if one
was daft enough to keep a child like Catherine onejust coped as best one could. 1 5

From the above, the probrems facing parents can be summa-

rized as forlowsr 1. there were strong pressures weakening

14 Líz Siemens, "Liz and Brenda Siemens", The positive Path:
Profiles of Disabled Manitobans, The Counc i I for Excep-
EGar -r cr'iTaren, (winnipeg, 1981), p. 111.

15 Nico1a Schaefer, Does She Know She's There?, (Don Mills,
Ontario, 1982), pp. 53 54.
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the family unitl6 and 2. a lack of services that would sup-

port home care. The ÀCL involvement with individual cases

has brought members into the organization for what may ap-

pear as the individual's short-term goals only to find the

new member slaying and working towards the longer term in-
terests of the organization (such as community Iiving).
This follows a trend typical of self-help organízations. In

a Toronto study of 19 self-help groups (none related direct-
Iy to mental retardation) the following was reported:

The members indicated that on the average they de-
voted more than eight hours each week to various
aspects of groups membership. Further, even those
who were members of groups which have been charac-
terized...as involving "Short-lerm Crisis ResoIu-
tion" did not anticipate terminating membership.17

The Manitoba Àssociation for Retarded Children (anC) be-

gan in 1 951 with six parents of residents who were residing

at the Portage La Prairie insiitution.ls In the 1950s its
role was to provide much needed services for their chil-
dren. 1 s The Winnipeg .Association began in 1956 and by 1968

twenty-five other branches (otherwise known as "1oca1s") had

been established in Manitoba.20 At present there are 25 Io-

f6

17

See Chapter 2.

Andy Farquharson, "SeIf-HeIp
Health and Canadian Sociely:
Coburn, et â1, (Toronto, 1981

Àssociation for Retarded Chi
AnnuaL Report: 1968, p. 20.

18

Groups: A Health Resource",
Sociolooical Perspectives,

'), p. 315.

Idren in Greater Winnipeg,

1 e rbid. , pp. 20 21 .

20 l-bid'., P. 22.
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caLs in Manitoba.2l The idea for the Canadian Association

arose at a meeting in Winnipeg in 1957 and a formal national

organization was created in 1958.22 At the beginning, the

major activities of the Association in Manitoba were in the

area of day training classes becauser âs stated by Chris-
t ianson,

Às the membership grew, i
there were more moderately
children residing at home
school leortage] .2 3

By the late 1950s the following
ARC in Manitoba:

t became apparent that
to severely retarded

than there were in the

activities were performed by

'l

¿.

1J.

4.

K

6.

7.

pre-school training classes

sheltered workshop training classes

adult occupational training activities
social, physical, and recreational activities
public relations for parents

public relations for staff and public

encouragement of research in professions.2a

The late 1950s and the early 1960s sa$¡ a national growth of

which Manitoba was only one of the participants. For exam-

pfe, in gritish Columbia the initial seven parent groups of

21

22

23

24

Personal communication, 20 April 1986.

Àssociation for Retarded Children in Greater
op. cit., pp.20 21.

John A. Christianson,
capped Children in Mani

À Studv of the Education
toba, (winnipeg, 1965),

Winnipeg,

of Handi-
p. 17.

Ibid.
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58the Association which

locaIs by 1964.2s

started in 1 955 had bloomed fo

Table 4 shows the involvement of the Association for Re-

tarded Children in direct education services for "trainable
retardates" in the Canadian provinces for 1962 1963. As

can be seen, the Manitoba ARC carried the sole burden of di-
rect services in this field, not unl-ike some of the other
provinces. Only in Nova Scotia and to some extent Saskat-

chewan was a non-ÀRC school board primarily responsible.

The table reveals that ARC in Manitoba nas acting in a simi-
lar vein in education services when compared to the other
provinces. In the 1970s CÀMR v¡as still invotved in servi-
ces, although not directly in education, largely through the

operation of workshops. In 1972, for example, sixteen work-

shops in Manitoba ?rere operated under CAMR26 and as of 1986

twelve locaIs in rural Manitoba were still operating work-

shops. 27

Actual figures pertaining to government education expen-

ditures in the 1980s are unavailable for providing any

statement as to whether education expenses are increasing,

decreasing, or stabilizing in Manitoba. Aside from pro-

25 F. S. Hatcher, A Spectrum of Mental Retardation Services:
Province of British Columbia, Government of British Co-
lumbia Division of Rehabilitation, 1964, Section D, p. 1.

Manitoba Department of Health and Social Development,
Mental HeaIth and Retardation Services: A Review andprerim-inarv l¡oaer, ffi 4-
Personal communication, 20 ApriI 1986.

26

27
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TABLE 4

SPECIAL SCHOOLING JURISDICTIONS (1962 1 963 )

Prov i nce

Man itoba
B.C
Alberta
Sask.
Ontario
New Brun.
Nova Sco.
P.E.I.

ARC

Classes Pupils

Regular School
Board

Classes Puoils

52
61
43

310
22

6

525
482
448

2 ,497
197

44

;õ

20
-;

23
I
I

332

175

2;;
10

TotaIs 494 4,193

Special Àpproved
Board

76 802

TotaI s

Classes Pupi 1s

52 525
91 814
43 448
42 350

31 0 2,497
24 225
23 257
754

Man i toba
B. C.
Alberta
dask.
Ontario
New Brun.
Nova Scotia
P.E.I.

Classes

?;

Pupi Is

.;_?

Totals 22 175

(Source: Christianson, op. cit., p.

s92

24.)

5,170

grammes meant for educating those with more severe handicaps

in some school divisions, budgets amalgamate the mentally

retarded school population with other sectors of society.2s

It is clear that integration has occurred to some extent, in

28 Personal Communication, 20 May 1986.
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that there are no separate education boards, parents seem to

be happier, and some school-s include both handicapped and

non-handicapped children, however more research is needed to

show whether or not the mentally retarded child is integrat-
ed with non-handicapped children through day-to-day social
activity.

The financing of the Manitoba ARC

came from the following sources:

until the mid-1 960s

1. The Department of Health of the Provincial Government

2. Local Municipal Government

3. Fees paid by parents

4. PubIic donations to local Àssociations

5. Capital funds raised by service and fraternal organi-
zations. 2 e

glhat is now titled the Association for Community r,iving

vras originally the Àssociation for Retarded Children, and

more recently, the Canadian Association for the Mentally Re-

tarded. The name change to the ÀCL has been occurring in
the locals throughout Canada in the past two years. Prior
to being a group concerned with aII mentally retarded people

it has focussed on the concerns for mentally retarded chil-
dren. This shif t occurred tovrards the end of the 1960s. In

Lhe 1960s the organization in Winnipeg was titled the Àsso-

ciation for Retarded Children in Greater glinnipeg.

2s Christianson, op. cit., p. 17.
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In the 1960s, integration meant the integration of servi-
ces for mentally retarded people with other handicapped peo-

ple. The 1968 Annual CÀMR (Winnipeg) meeting is a prime ex-

ample for apparent signs of group transition. In his report

to the Àssociation, J. G. Keil, President of ARC - Winnipeg,

discussed integrating services with the Society for Crippled

Children and Adults of Manitoba.3o

In 1968 there vrere slight indications that the 9{innipeg

Association vras entering into the second stage, that is,
seeking to divest itself of service management. It however

maintained many other services including a nursery school,

an activity centre, and transportation services for
clients.3l Thus, many of the concerns expressed at the time

v¡ere about service efficiency as weII as growth:

I t wi II be some years bef ore vre can expect to
reach a plateau. There are some services that are
urgently needed by the mentally retarded of our
community and their families that $re have not yet
even started notably, Community Residences Isic]
and Guardianship Isic]. Existing programs require
to be expanded yearly.tt

In spite of the desire to expand operations there were

signs that attitudes within the ARCs were changing. The

Winnipeg ARC had been responsible for providing educational

services up until 1967. Keil in his address to the Winnipeg

30

31

32

Association for
op. cit. , gg. 2

Ibid., pp. 3 8.

ibid., p. 5.

Retarded Children
3.

in Greater Winnipeg,
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ARC stated that with the government taking over the

responsibilities of education the associations were to reap-
praise their situation:

School classes have more and more been trans-
ferred to the public school system across the
country, with the result that, ât least temporari-
ly, many branches find themselves without any
children's services. AIsor w€ novr recognize that
our retarded adults are in truth adults, and must
be recognized and treated as adults. Às a result
of these facts and this philosophy, last Septem-
ber, at lhe 1968 Ànnual Meeting of the Canadian
Association Ifor Retarded Children], the name
"Canadian Association for the MentalIy Retarded"
r.¡as adopted.3 3

Once again in the 1980s it is apparent that the associa-

tions across the country are in a period of transition.
Vlith the recent changing of the name, from the Canadian Às-

sociation for the MentaIIy Retarded to the Association for
Community f,iving, getting mentally retarded people into the

community is the priority. In its 1 985 statement of mission

the Winnipeg Division stated:

The aim of CÀMR Winnipegta is to initiate and sup-
port valued roIes, experiences and relationships
for people who are menLally retarded, and to as-
sist the community in becoming an environment in
which each person will experience maximum personal
growth and enjoyment of life.3s

33

J4

Ibid. , p. 8.

This statement was made
change for the Winnipeg
already changed its name

3s CAMR winnipeg Branch,
mission, 1986, 1 March

a few months prior to the name
Iocal. the Manitoba Division had

llav Prosram and Budqet Sub-
p. 1.

Un i ted
1 985,
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not be construed as the agent of

the changing attitudes within the

change should be seen as an attempt

strengthen its already articulated

Àccording to David Wetherow, Executive Director of ACL

Winnipeg, the Winnipeg organization had been a major service

provider but a desire arose from within the organization to
change due to the following:

The quality of service provided
table 1eve1.

was not at an acceÞ-

2. The organization vras losing a lot of money in being a
service 'provider.

Those involved with CÀMR argued that the group should
become advocacy rather than service oriented.36

Therefore, the decision arose to change the organization's
character into one which could be considered "third
stage" . 3 7

The name change shows the observer that the internal
workings of the ÀCLs maintain an element of self-analysis.
This faI1s into line with what the literature which deals

with organízational renewal (that is, development) is caIl-
ing for; especially such theorists of the advocacy movement

as Wolf Wolfensberger.

Personal communication, 9 Àpril 1985.

r bid.

1

{

36

37
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The Winnipeg organization sees itself as having a differ-
ent perspective from the government due to its different na-

ture. The government had, and continues t,o have, a facility
(institutional) approach to serving mentally retarded people

by which is meant the provision of institutional and group

home services. The Winnipeg group's approach instead pushed

for a "supportive natural environment" v¡hich would not be

based soleIy on f acilit,y services.3s

In the promotion of the name change from much of the mem-

bership there occurred pressures for the addressing of the

social stigma problem of the term "mental Retardation" and

to move the issues towards the area of community responsi-

bility. Furthermore, the membership within the organization
is more willing to listen to mentally retarded people. With

the rise of consumerism among the disabled there is now add-

ed pressure for associations such as disabled groups and the

ACLs to show that they understand the issues facing their
constituents. It should be noted that on the national level
there v¡as a fair amount of internal conflict concerning the

name change. However, it is a sign of merit of the organi-
zation that they v¡ere able to contain it from the public and

show a united front.3s

3 8 Personal
3 s Personal

communrcatlon,

communication,

9 April 1985.

October 1 985.
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The ACI,s now do not consider themselves as a parent move-

ment any longer. Àt present they are seeking to be more

consumer oriented as they move towards more direct represen-

tation of the afflicted population and the avrareness that

more can be obtained when parents act as one part of the or-
ganization.ao

The

viding

1.

¿.

5.

ACL Winnipeg Division sees itself in 1986 as pro-

the following directions as their primary activities:

Service development and demonstration

Education of the public, members and caregivers

CIass and individual advocacy.4 1

The major shift in Manitoba, partícularly in Winnipeg, is

the movement away from the management of major services
(such as education) and where servicing is done it is in th.e

area of promoting new forms that wiil eventually be serviced

by the government. This is evident in a statement made by

CÀMR - Winnipeg President Bob Manwaring,

_the innovative nature of CÀMR's projects has
had a significant impact on Government funding and
design for all services. Project Welcome Home,
which wiIl infuse millions of dollars into new
community services over the next three years, was
partly the result of demonstration and advocacy
efforts on the part of CAMR Winnipeg over the past
five years. Strategic use of core resources has
meant that CAMR Winnipeg has not had to become a
massive ttservice monolith"

Personal communication, 30 September '1985.

CAMR - Winnipeg Branch, "United Way Program and Budget
Submission,1986", 1 March 1985.

40

41
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Chapter V

DEINSTITUTIONATIZATION! THE SEÀRCH TO INTEGRATE
MENTATJLY RETÀRDED PEOPT.¡E

The same disabling condition between two different
people does not predetermine that their medical
social, vocational- or recreational needs will be
similar. I

5.1 PRET.IMINARY

Much of the search for community living has contained at-
tempts for deinstitutionalization. The term "deinstitution-
alization" is used within the context used by David Mechan-

ic:

The term deinstitutionalization as it is most
commonly used describes the movement of patient
populations from Iarge public institutions to oth-
er locations and the substitution of community
treatment or short-term institutional care for
Iong-term custody. 2

42 Bob Manwaring, letter to United Way of Winnipeg, 1 March
1 985.

1 Alberta Committee of Action Groups of the Disabled, The
Ðisabled Consumer Movement in Alberta, (ÀIberta, 1981), p.
28.

2 David Mechanic, Future Issues in Health Care: Social pol-
icv ?nd the Rationinq of Medical Services, (New York,
1979), p. 66.

69
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In the United States there have been several court cases

pertaining to the right of an individual to live in the com-

munity. Henry Beyer, concerning Àmerican litigation in the

f ield of mental- retardation, states:

One right most Àmericans would probably support,
at least in the abstract, is that of a citizen to
Iive in the neighborhood of his or her choicer êc-
onomic considerations permitting. A significant
amount of litigation of the past decade has been
devoted to converting that moral right into a le-
gal right for mentally retarded citizens, in par-
ticular for individuals attempting to move from
large institutions into the community.3

institut ional sett.ings. An American

modification, for example, commented

aversive methods in institutions:
The major reasons for challenging these techniques
are that they are. often punitive in na-
ture...outrageous abuses (electric dog training
collars, shackles, spending the night in a grave-
yard, etc.) have occurred under the guise of be-
haviour modif ication. . . a

Institutions have traditionally been placed in rural set-

tings. There are many reasons for this. First, it is easi-

er to acquire land for such operations; second, it may be

placed in an area which needs to have employment boosted,

hence political considerations are involved. Third, it has

À review of the Iiterature reveals

long been aware of the horrors which

Henry A Beyer, "Litigation wi
Handbook of Mental Retardation,
TNe" YorL, lggil¡-E.
Seaside Education Associates,
the Law, (Massachusetts, circa

that Àmericans have

have occurred within

report on behaviour

on Èhe application of

th the MentaIly Retarded",
Matson and Mulick, eds.,

Behaviour Modification and19%Fp.-8. -
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been a vray of isolating the mentally retarded population

from the rest of the "normal" popuration. As isoration vras

increased so too did the risk for mentally retarded people.

This was recognized by concerned individuals,. especially pa-

rents who saw that their children had or bore signs of

abuse, such as abnormal behaviour and scars.

5.2 INSTITUTION ÀS SYMBOL OF PAST MODELS

The institution was and remains the symbor of the medical

model in human service delivery for disabled people. This

model provides few expectations of a 'normal' life for re-
tarded people. As one American analyst writes:

The sick roLe is intended to be a temporary
one. But for the long-term or permanently disa-
bled person there is no immediate recovery in the
sense of being restored.. .5

Two major historicar moders are found in reration to mentar-

Iy retarded people, the medical and segregational. The two

are often connected, especiarly under the umbrella of custo-

dial care, that is, both orders of care contain a high level
of supervision for a disabled person.

Even those who view the scene from within the medical

model realize that limitations exist. Mechanic states:

THE

s Gerben DeJong, "fndependent Living: From SociaI Movement
to Ana1y'tic Paradi9il", Àrchives of phvsical Medicine and
Rehabilitation, vol. 60, October 1979, pþ, 4L0 - 447 . 

-
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Our medical-care system is primarily organized
around the treatment of acute episodic illness,
and thus we have done badly in planning for longi-
tudinal care for those with long-term i1Iness...6

Due to this general iault the disabled population has sui-
fered. Commenting on the results of the neglect in long-

term care to develop proper socializing aspects, Mechanic

writes:

There is nothing more destructive to the elderIy,
the menÈal patient, the retarded, ot the physical-
Iy handicapped than to remain inactive, unin-
volved, and totally dependent on program person-
neI. It contributes to diminished leveIs of
coping, loss of affect, and the development of an
apathy syndrome. T

5.3 IDENTIFICATION AND SEGREGÀTION

In the shift of paradigms, that is, custodial care to
community living, there is a tendency in the literature to

deal in absolutes. The observer is often left with the be-

Iief that a1I mentally retarded people were incarcerated.

Harvey Simmons, concerning the history of mental retardation
services in Ontario, writes:

It] oo of ten historians have impS-ied that the
late nineteenth and early twentieth century s¡as
completely dominated by the custodial movement and
by custodial institutions, and that the movement
toward community care only began after the Second
Wor1d War. In fact, those associated with mental
retardation policy always tried to distinguish be-
tween two groups of mentally retarded people:

Mechanic, op.

Ibid.r pp. 53

cit., p. 52.

54.
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those who needed institutional care because they
were unable to cope with life in the communit,y, or
because they r{ere a social menace; and those men-
tally retarded people who could be educated or
trained to take their place in the community. s

glhile simmons may be rÍght in the sense that many did remain

in the community, the literature concerning mentar retarda-
tion prior to the 1960s is based on a custodiar perspective.

The introduction of the i.Q. test at the beginning of the

century vras used in order to weed out those who did exist in
the community who may not have otherwise been noticed. The

adaptabirity of the individual within the community was not

the primary consideration but rather the identífication of

the mentar handicap. Mental retardation h'as the basis for
institutionalization. rt is for this reason that the parent

organizations formed to support mentally retarded people,

not just those who coul-d not adapt to the community.

The Manitoba institutional structure represents the ord

order of care for mentally retarded people. The main symbol

of Manitoba institutionalization is the portage school for
Retardates (which now has been renamed as the Manitoba De-

velopmentar centre) situated in Portage La prairie just west

of Winnipeg. The Portage School vras reported as being

"grossry overcrowded" by crarkson.s Furthermore it vlas stat-

8 Harvey G. Simmons, From Asvlum to WeIfare, (Downsview,
ont. , 1982), p. 108.

s Dr. J. C. Clarkson, Mental Health and Retardation Services
ig Manitoba: À Report to the Minister of tæuf th und So-

"f"i peveropg."r,-@ce fu";mç;(¡ranltoua, ßtTl ,p. 10.
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ed that it followed the style of the traditional facitity:
As is typical, there are no signs to direct inter-
ested persons from the main highway to the School.
The design of the three large buildings has been
aptly described as medical barracks... The older
buildings are in poor condition. They are over-
crowded and lack adequate plumbing. There is no
provision for privacy while bathing or Çoing tothe toilet. r o

UnIike the United States there is little indication in Mani-

toba of the problem of moving people from one inst,itution to

another in order to improve the institution statistics. The

small number of Manitoban institutions prevent this sort of

activity regardless of intentions.

The percentage of mentally retarded people placed in in-
stitutions across Canada has been smaller than what the pub-

Iic might think. This is not to say that the provinces have

avoided institutionalization on purpose but more as a result
of expense. Long waiting Iists occurred in every province

for entering into the institutions and there was overcrowd-

ing. The Ontario Association of Children's Àid Societies in
the early 1960s called for 57 per cent of those children in

their jurisdiction to be institutionalized. r I Table 5 clear-
Iy shows that while the institution in Manitoba was the main

means for servicing mentally retarded people relatively few

were placed there. The 1972 Manitoba Government report
(from which the table is derived) indicates that the per-

10

1l

Ibid., pp. 26 27 .

As cited by the Minister of
Mental Retardation Services
49.

Health report, A Spectrum of
in Ontario, October, 1964, p.
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in institutions v¡as

5.4 INSTIrIIrIONALIZATION ÀND OTHER SECTORS

The move towards community living should not be seen as

only occurring in the area of mental retardation. Similar
groups such as the elderly, physically disabled, and the

mentally iIl have been pressuring for this move. Institu-
tional care affected a broad range of socially devalued peo-

ple and any move to shift from this model has broad implica-
tions. Citing the elderly, as an example of a potentially
powerful sector for political pressuring in the United

States, Mechanic theorizes that there will be an informal

coalition formed:

Over the long range, these pressures wiIl converge
to create a climate in which experiments and inno-
vations in financing of care become not only more
feasible but also the appropriate political re-
sponse. 1 3

It has become increasingly apparent that this may occur

in Manitoba and Canada as a whole. That is, the ACLs appear

to be moving into a broader range of representation by be-

coming concerned with the issue of community living as a

priority. Those who head the organizations have stated in

12 Manitoba Department of Health and SociaI Development,
MentaI HeaIth and Mental Retardation Services: ð Review
and Preliminarv Model, (winnipeg, 1972), p. 40.

13 Mechanic, op. cit., p. 55.
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TABLE 5

PERSONS IN MANITOBAN INSTITUTIONS BY DEGREE OF RETÀRDATION
( 197 2) ,,

Usual
i.Q.

Range

e" of Man.
Populat ion
in Category

Approx. #
of Man.
Residents

in
Category

eo of # of Man.
Man. Residents

Residents in each
Now LikeIy Category
to be in Now Likely
an institu- to be in
tion Portage

Mi ldly
Retarded

Moderately
Retarded

Severely
and Pro-
foundly
Retarded

50-69

35-50

0-34

)q

0.4

ñl

25,000

4,000

1 ,000

1.0

5.0

80.0

2s0

200

650

Total
Retarded

0-69 3.0 30,000 3.3 1 ,100

* Government report category labeIs are

(Sou'rce: Manitoba Department of Health
Mental Health and Retardation Services¡
Model,
1972, p. 40. )

used in this table.
and Social Development,
A Review and Preliminarv

interviews that while the mentally retarded population is
the focus of concern with the name change there is also the

change in direction since other sectors will also be repre-

sented insofar as they are þ¡ithout community support. This

has been apparent also in the submission made to the City of

Winnipeg Act Review Committee in 1984 which was from a "co-
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alition of private non-profit agencies concerned with an ac-

ceptable quality of life for disabled persons and their Iiv-
ing arrangements in the community."t+ this group has com-

prised Childrens' advocacy groups, CAMR, the Canadian Mental

HeaIth Àssociation, and many other sectors of Winnipeg's so-

ciety.

5.5 FINÀNCING OF TWO MODELS

In the United States between 1972 and 1982 there was a

growth of 900 per cent of non-institutional spaces avail-
ab1e.ls In Canada the shift has not been as dramatic, yet,

as stated earlier, it is growing in relation to the United

StaLes. McWhorter and KappeI state:

Canada does have large institutions. In gener-
êI, Canadians have institutionalized their fell-ow
citizens about as frequently as our neighbours to
the south. Historically, Canadían trends in human
services often follow closely behind U.S. trends.
If the pattern holds, and there are strong and
public indications that it will, Iarse scale
deinstitutionalization efforts are not far in the

Letter from Chairperson of Coalition, Canadian MentaI
Health Assoc. - Manitoba to Hon. Murie1 Smith, Minister
of Community Services and Corrections, 31 Oct. 1984.

McWhorter and Kappel, "Mandate for Quality: Examining
the Use of Public Authority to Redesign Mental Retarda-
tion Service Systems", The Canadian Journal on Mental Re-
tardation, VoI, 34, No. 3, Summer 1984, p. 3.

I!iÈ', P' 4'

THE

14

l5

16
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It was believed a decade ago that the government listens
to the cost-cutting argument but now it appears that this
very position may undermine deinstitutionalization itself.
DeJong comments that in the United States

It] ne deinstitutionalization movement has been
backed by the political argument that institution-
al care is expensive and that community care will
save taxpayers money. Proof of this argument has
been hard to establish, especially when studies
overlook the present tendency of institutions to
increase utilization to meet capacity. lT

Furthermore, the money saving argument is

_beginning to wear thin with representatives of
the tax paying public who have not witnessed any
significant decrease in human service expendi-
tures. 1 8

À reason for the failure of governments ( including that
of Manitoba) to decrease costs is that instead of working

with the previous single system of custodial care they are

now working with a two-fold system; the custodial and com-

munity system. Pelletier and Richler comment:

At present v¡e Canadians are supporting two expen-
sive systems: the institutional system and the
community service system. we cannot go on living
with the two, both for financial and moral rea-
sons. 1 I

17

18

19

DeJong,

r bid.

Jacques
mun i tv
tionsWT,

op. cit., p. 441.

Pelletier and Diane Richler, Maior Issues in Com-
Livinq for Mentally Handicapped Persons: RefIec-
on the Canadian Experience, (Downsview, Ont. ,p. 29.
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Table 6 shows thal Manitoba has maintained a fairly stable

Ievel of spending in both institutional and community servi-
ces for mentally retarded people. There is no indication
that it is about to jump completely into the area of commu-

nity services through the abandonment of institutions. A

1984 policy statement by Hon. Muriel Smith, Minister of Com-

munity Services, does not call for the closing of the por-

tage institution but the reduction of its population by 220

by 1987 and the enhancement of

_the quality of life for the mentally handi-
capped who must stilI live in an institutional
sett ing. 'o

2o Hon. Muriel Smith, "policy Statement:
MentaIly Handicapped in Manítoba", CÀMR
Meeting, 11 May 1984.

Services for the
- Manitoba Annual
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TABLE 6

COMMUNITY SERvTCES AND CORRECTIONS (Sei,nCreÐ ExPENDirungS)

Community Menta1 Retardation: Administrat.ive, including
programme and funding of services, care, and accommodation
for persons Iiving in the community.

31 st March
1 983 (actual )

Salaries $258,800
Other Expenditures $ 51,500
Professional Training $ 25,400
Financial Àssistance $3,388,700(clients)
External Agencies $352,800

31 st March
1984 (actual )

$240,400
s 46,600
$ 25,400

$3,417,800

$225,200

31 st March
1 985

(approved )

$240, 1 00
$ 49,200
$ 25,400

$4,042,3000

ç226,700

Tot.a I $4,077 ,200 $3, 955,400 $$4,583,700

Institutional Mental Retardation: Provides institutional care
for the mentally retarded at the Manitoba School in Portage La
Prairie (UoC), Pelican Lake Training Centre in Ninette, and
the St. Amant Centre in Winnipeg.

SaIar i es
Other Expenditures
Profess i onal
Training
External Agencies

$1 4,329,100 ç17 ,259,1 00
$2,518,200 $2,358,300

$1 40,000
$10,715,300

s140,000
$1 1 ,708,500

$17,064,100
$2 ,420,500

$1 40,000
ç12,074,200

TotaI ç27 t702,600 $31 , 464 ,900 $31 ,698,800

Rehabilitation Services
services and assistance

SaIar ies
Other Expenditures
Financial Assistance
(clients)
External Agencies

to the Disabled: Provides rehabilitation
to the physically and mentally disabled.

$271 ,500
$1 08,000

$3,435,700
$5,884,1 00

ç242,1 00
$28 ,400

$3,897,600
$6,583,100

$245,700
$79,800

s4,176,600
$6,489,800

TotaI $9,699,300 $10,751,200 $1 0,991 ,900

(Source: Government of Manitoba Approved Budgets, 1983 1985. )
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5.6 THE DEGREE gF GOVERNI,ÍENT COMMI TMENT

Not only has the institutional system isolated the person

who is mentally retarded, both geographicaily and sociaIIy,
it has also caused the isolation to affect the victim to the

point of being unable to feel the poyrer to climb socially;
the effect is thus internalized. This is one of the reasons

that the consumer movementr2l that is, the mentally retarded

people themselves, in the ÀCLs, has progressed more slowly

than in disabled organizations in general. The lack of con-

fidence in representing one's own interests has thus been

hampered.

In the trend towards deinstitutionalization, Canada has

followed the lead of the United States. While Canada has

seen fewer cases of litigation in this area, its mentally

retarded population has been moving gradually tovrards the

community. An article in the Canadian Journal on Mental Re-

tardation summarized this trend in Canada and the obstacles

involved. It states:

At this point in time, three facts are very clear:

The era of large-sca1e deinstitutionalíza-
tion is fast arriving in Canada;

such a process requires a strong structural
framework of community systems if it is go-
ing to improve the Iife chances of people
with handicaps; and

The consumer movement in the Iiterature dealing with dis-
abled persons is understood as the interest group behav*
iour which is conducted only by the disabled people them-
selves (thus no use of advocates).

2.

21
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commu-
to be
unless

is tak-

While the ACL is in a period of transition the government

rhetoric would have the public believe that it too wants to

see institutionalism as an issue of the past, that is, that
community living is the new central driving force for gov-

ernment policy. However, such statement,s as "there wiIl al-
vrays be a need for institutions for some mentally retarded

people" stiIl occur and appear as excuses for the continued

use of the institutions.

Two examples from the media in 1985 support a claim that
the move to the community is not occurring guickly enough

for many and remains an issue both within the nation and

Manitoba. A recent inquiry in Montreal concerning deaths in

the Riviere-des-Prairies instí!ution has brought to light
the continuing dilemma. This wiII, according to the Canadi-

an Press,

_Ii kely spark a new publ ic debate about what
goes on inside mental institutions.23

In defence of the above mentioned institution, Ðr. Augus-

tin Roy, head of the Quebec Corporation of Professional Phy-

sicians, is quoted as saying:

22 ÀIan McWhorter and Bruce

23 The Winnipeq Free Press,

Kappel, op. cit., pp. 6 7.

(cP), 22 July 1985.

J. the current structural framevrork of
nity systems is weak and unlikely
able to support Iarqe-scale efforts
systematic and collaborative action
en. 22
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I f you investigated. . .you could find similar
incidents in all hospitals, even in the better
ones. It's not surprising that there would be
isolated incidents in those hospitals because the
incidents are related to the very serious nature
of the patients who are there. They can't go any-
where eIse. That's why those hospitals exist.2a

while crarkson reported overcrowding in Manitoba's portage

school and the response from the government indicates that
it is a probrem of the past nevertheress there are stirr re-
ports of overcrowding in the media. Headlines such as "pa-
tients Treated 'Like cattle't still occur in winnipeg news-

papers.2s clearry the issue of institutionalization is rrot

an issue of the past in Canada nor in Manitoba.

The government in Manitoba has been trying in the past

decade to create an image that it is returning the mentarly

retarded to the community. clarkson in 1972 reported that
from 1966 to 1972 the portage institution's popuration had

remained constant at approximately 1200.26

A Manitoba Government Health and sociaf Development re-
port in 1975 stated that its intention v¡as to reduce the

Portage institution's population to 600 by 1990.27 The re-

24 rbid.
25 The winnipeq Sun, 26 JuIy 1985.

26 I{hile data from the end of 1984 shows that Manitoba's
rargest institution has decreased its population since
the early 1970s the decrease has not been significant nor
consistent.

27 Manitoba Department of Hearth and social Deveropment,
YgltgI Retardation Proqrams in ttanitoba, (Manitoba, Feb.
1975) , p. 7.
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port stated that this $ras to be in accordance with a nevr

principle which $ras to "emphasize t,he assimilation of the

mentally retarded into the mainstream of society."28 indi-
cating that the government was adopting attitudes in .agree-
ment with community living standards. The developments

which have actually occurred are to be found in Table Z 2s

and in the accompanying graph.

From the table it is clear that
get vras not met. This is made even

Iow.30 Table I shows that there

the 1975

clearer i
has been

government tar-
n Èhe graph be-

a decrease of

ta¿ë Ibid., p. 5.

2e Province of Manitoba
and Corrections, Ànnual
Report: 1984, p. L.

3o Ibid., and Department

Department of
Report: 1 981 ,

Community Services
n.p., and Annual

TÀBLE 7

Manitoba School for Retardates (¡tanitoba DeveLoomentaL
Centre ) Populations

In*Patients at 31 December

1979 1 980 1 981 1982 1 983 1984

854 829 832 830 797 774

Total Under Treatment

1979 1 980 1 981 1982 1 983 1 984
964 919 904 884 897 850

of Hea1th and Social Development,
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Portage institu-

tion,

Currently the Provincial Government is sending out the

same messages about reducing the in-patient population. In

an address given to the CAMR Ànnual- Meeting in 1984, Murie1

Smith, the Manitoba Minister of Community Services, stated:
T{e cannot overestimate the importance of community
living as an opportunity for the mentally handil
capped to integrate into society...3 I

Annual Report: 1976t p. 103, and Department of Health
qnd Ðepartment of Community Services and Corrections
l.loint ReportJ , Annual Reporl: 1979 , n.p.

31 Hon. Muriel Smith, "policy Statement: Services for the
MentaIly Handicapped in Manitoba", CAMR - Manitoba Ànnua1
Meeting, 11 May 1984.

TÀBLE 8

COMMUNITY SERVICE EXPENDTTURES - MÐC

Year Ending
1 98s

(March 31 st )

Man i toba Developmental
Cent re :

1 ) Salaries
2) Other Expenditures
3) Professional Training

$16,639,100
ç2,420.500

$1 40,000

Year Ending
1 986

(t'larch 31 st )
(approved est. )

ç16 ,263,400
ç2 t528, b00

s42,300

Total
(Source: Government of

$1 9, 1 99,600 $1 9,934,300

Manitoba Approved Est imates, 1 986. )
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5.7 è NEED FOR ô COMMI'NTTY SUPPORT SYSTEM

ÀIthough the ACLs and the government are discussing in
detail the benefits of deinstitutionalization there are

clear examples that dangers come with the territory. There

is ample evidence in other parts of North Àmerica that men-

tally retarded people are dumped into the community without

proper community support or preparation. Therefore, a neg-

ative effect has occurred as a result of this movement. A

Canadian Health and Welfare report states:

Many residents merely moved from one unsatisfacto-
ty setting to another one; if anything, this has
added to skepticism about the merits of deinstitu-
t ional izat ion. 3 2

Toronto's Parkdale area has been highlighted in Canada as

an example of an area that many consider as a victim of

dumping in the past decade due to poor policy planning in
Ontario.3s There are indications that Manitoba has had to
avoid this problem. Administrators at the portage institu-
tion have complained that many who had been placed in the

community have returned due to the lack of community sup-

ports.34 Such support would include employment, vocational

32 HeaIth and Welfare Canada, Disabled
(ottawa, 1980), p. 145.

Persons in Canada,

33 Western Report, VoI. 1, No. 4, 17 Feb. 1986, p. 51. A
personal tour of the Parkdale area (Apri1 1986) revealed
many mentally handicapped people walking the streets.
All of those seen were walking by themselves along QueenStreet and a few were seen causing a mild disturbance.

"Program for Retarded Ready to RoII", The Winnipeq -Free
Press, 20 Feb. 1985.

34
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preparation, and independent living training. The

implementation coordinator of t.he Welcome Home project, Ben

Lewis (who was previously with the Manitoba Division of

CAMR), stated that such supports are needed

_so that when people are moved to the community,
we will be prepared to meet their needs there, in-
stead of just shipping them back.35

It is f or this reason that the llelcome Home Project h'as cre-
ated.

The lack of community support can be easily found in the

area of employment. WhiIe the last preference of a disabled
person is to be placed in a sheltered workshop there is of-
ten not enough room even in there. What has occurred in
Canada is that government programmes outside of Health and

Welfare's vocational rehabilitation system tend to service

only the physicalJ.y disabled person.

Community Iiving has so far meant partial social accep-

tance, not fuII integration into the social structure or the

employment market. With a massive unemployment rate among

mentally retarded peopl-e (tt¡e Director of ÀCL - Winnipeg es-

timated that 9S-plus per cent yrere unemployed in Manitoba)

the sheltered workshops are under severe demands. A report
from New Brunswick stated that New Brunswick has "over 600

adults in workshops [and] hundreds more on waiting Iists."36

35 ibid.
36 Bruce Kappel, €t â1, "Vocational

New Brunswick Perspectives", The
tal Retardation, Vol. 33, No. 2,

Training and Employment:
Canadian Journal on Men-
Spring 1983, p. 5.
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rn winnipeg one worker in the field estimated that there are

approximately 600 people who could be serviced in workshops

but are not.37 According to the Canadian Council of Rehabil-

itation and Work it is estimated that there are 25,000 disa-
bled Canadians in workshops.3s Of that 25,000, 70 per cent

are deemed as "intellectually handicapped" thus giving a

population count of 17,500. Therefore if the CAMR statement

cited at the beginning of this paper is correcÈ that there

are 500,000 mentally retarded canadians then one is able to
deduce that 96.5 per cent of Canadians who are mentally re-
tarded are not to be found in the vocational rehabilitation
structure. 3 s

5.8 À BATJANCTNG ÀCT

The Manitoba Government has not committed itself com-

pletely to the community living model. while those in the

ACLs have consistentry maintained that the institutions are

a monster to be defeated the government, has to perform a

balancing acÈ. It must contend with quality versus cost and

should the institutions be closed down completely there is
the added problem of dealing with the unemployment which

37 Personal communication, Summer 1983.

38 Canad'ian Council of Rehabilitation and Work, 1983 Fact
Sheet (based on 1980 BIDS data).

3s Christopher Adams, The Vocational Rehabilitation Work-
shop, thç Disablçd Worker, and the Canada Emplovment qnd
Immiqration Commission, CCRW, (unpublished), 1983, p. 36.
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v¡ould result as well as negative sentiments from the insti-
tutional sector. In gritish Columbia, the government is in

conflict with the unions over the ramifications of deinsti-
tutionalization and the dumping of disabled people. The un-

ions have cited the Parkdale case in their defence.ao

The attempt to balance quality with cost is exhibited in

the Manitoba Task Force on Mental Retardation report which

called for the saving of "miIlions of dollars" and a system

of quality "second to none in North America."41 rhis 1982

Task Force also downplayed the deplorabl-e conditions report-
ed by others concerning the Portage institution. Citing
such problems as the "drab appearance" of buildings and

"hospital-Iike atmosphere" only revealed the report's will-
ingness to ignore major faulÈs and not to step on anybody's

toes. a 2

While advances are being made by the ACLs and the govern-

ment joining together in order to give priority to serving

the mentally retarded population, the ACLs have toned down

some of their idealism. The g{elcome Home Project has been a

result of many years of lobbying by the associations and novr

the Manitoba Government has established a formal regional

The B.C. case may be different due to cuts in social pro-
gramme spending.

Task Force on Mental Retardation, Challenqes for Today,
Opportunities for Tomorrow, Report to the Minister of
Community Services and Corrections, (Manitoba, 1982), p.
II.

I-bü'., P. 95.

40

41

42
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committee structure which allov¡s for joint planning and en-

courages consensus formation. This is revealed in a Winnipeq

Free Press interview with Ben Lewis:

"I think we moved towards a consensus on this.
What it did was force people to sit and talk and
work together. "

Admittedly, the plan won't please everyone,
such as those who want all insLitutions shut down.
"It won't satisfy people with extreme visions. "4 3

Lewis goes on to say that the question of closure of Manito-

ba's three institutions for mentally retarded peopleaa is
avoided by both sides in order to get the joint committees

working towards establishing community Iiving environments

through cooperative action. However, should the government

change direction it would once again find itself in opposi-

tion to the ACLs.

The ÀCL position, although novr tempered by the Welcome

Home Project, is that institutions will have to close both

for economic and moral reasons. Should a person need insti-
tutionalized care it should not be due to the identification
of mental retardation but for reasons that other members of

society may have (for example, hospital care for a broken

Iimb). Such care should be generic; that is, a form of ser-
vice which other members of society would need and use.

The Winnipeq Free Press, 20 Feb. 1

The Manitoba Ðevelopmental Centre
Centre - Winnipeg, and the Pelican

985.

Portage, St. Amant
Lake Training Cent,re.
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Home Project, while aimed at returning 220

community from instítutions, is enough to
in the ÀCL until 1987. However, once the

completed the ÀCL wilI be expecting further
community living. The present plan is seen

towards further deinstitutionalization.

the pattern of obstacles on the long road to
and approval of Iong-term community support

government can be seen through the following
by David Mechanic:

possible costs are unpredictable for pro-
viding proper care,

major developmental efforts have taken a
backseat to the occasional demonstration
pr09ramme,

uncertainties have led the government to
take the "path of least resistance", that
is, structures which the community is fa*
miliar with and that have maintained social
legitimacy,

hard to replicate in different settings
successful demonstration projects due to
individual variables (eg., voluntary Iead-
ership, enthusiasm, etc. ) ,
not a technical problem but one which (as
in #4) maintains unpredictability due to
unknown factors and difficulty in attempt-
ing to coordinate those factors which are
known. a s

1.

¿.

?

4.

5.

4s Mechanic, op. cit., p. 55.
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It is no wonder that with the above factors the Manitoba

Government,, when announcing plans towards community living,
maintains a guardedness and oftenr âs found in the 1975 re-
port cited earlier, does not live up to its optimistic pre-

dictions.

5.9 INTER-DEPARTMENTÀL RIVALRY?

Unfortunately this study is unable to review one variable
which may have a large effect upon the shift from the facil-
ity approach to the community living approach. This vari-
able is that of inter-departmental ri.zalry or even intra-de-
partmental rivalry, which may have occurred or is occurring

between the Provincial DeparLment of Health and the Depart-

ment of Comrnunity Services. While there is nothing to vali-
date such a hypothesis at this time in Manitoba concerning

policy affecting mentally retarded people, there are signs

that it has happened elsewhere. Warner and Pallan in a 1976

study state:
Directors for Human Resources have appeared quick-
ly to see the advantageS that can accrue from in-
tegrating health and social services. If any-
thing, a move of this type tends to increase their
domain and their bid for authority.4s

46 as cited by Morton hTarner, "The Rise of Community partic-
ipation: Its Impact on Health Professionals and Hea1th
Bureaucracy", Health and Canadian Society: Soc ioloqical| 

- 

- 
-:.sllPerspectives, Coburn, et êI, eds.,

p. 364.
(Toronto (?), 1981),
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It $ras found in the interviews that the internal readership

in the Department of community services has, over the pasc

three years, shifted towards personner who are in more

agreement with the ACL outrook as opposed to the medicar

modeI.

On the national level the Federal Government has refused

to return the jurisdiction of services under vRDp back to
the canada Employment and rmmigration commission. rnterest
groups such as coPoH and ccRW have called for a move arguing

that employment training programmes belong in the department

which is in charge of employment. These groups view the re-
ructance for the change as a resurt of stakehorders in the

Department of Hearth who are trying to maintain their de-

partrnental strength and resources.4T

5.10 GROUP HOMES

The government response Èo the de inst i tut i onal i zat ion

movement throughout North America, including Manitoba, has

been to estabrish group homes, Problems have resurted from

this when group homes were considered as the finar or only

sorution to the probrem. Problems such as overcrowding and

poor support occur in group homes. Depersonalization tends

to be duplicated in the group setting.

47 Personal communication, July 1983.
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vihile services for disabled people often lump this popu-

Iation together there is also the problem of outright neg-

Iect.as À residential home of quality acceptable to ÀCL

standards would follow the guidelines of the principle of

normalization.ae If the home is run in a suitable manner the

person would receive social and personal benefits. Elíza-
beth Hong in Housinq and Non-Traditional FamiIv writes:

The large aggregate of institutions housing 800
2000 inmates fostered unhealthy and asocial behav-
iour because of impersonal environment...plus iso-
Iation by distance, waIls or secrecy from the in-
mate's own natural community. The smaller
personal setting of the group home can provide and
facilitate healing without the side effects of
isolation and stigma. 5o

The most notable problem

overcrowding. The Western

gion, for example, establi
was the maximum population

arriving from institutions.
eral Government Committee,

CÀMR) stated in 1980:

of group homes has been found in

Massachusetts Mental Health Re-

shed in 1 980 a standard that four

for a proper group home for those
5 1 In a CAMR statement to a Fed-

David Vickers (vice President

48 One example faced by this writer was a young man who
would be sent to his day programme from his group home
with juice that had fermented.

4s See chapter 2.

so As quoted by NIMR, Community Residences: À Zoninq Issue,
(Downsview, Ont. , 1976), p. 3.

5l John Lord, "Change Can Happen: 'Lessons from OnÈario and
OLher Places"', Presentation to the Mental Health Associ-
ation, 27 April 1984, p. 8.
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One of the problems...is the basic funding poli-
cies of provincial governments who wilI fund group
homes of eight and ten people, and what we are
talking about is a group home, a normal family en-
vironment so there is a basic funding problem and
if vre could talk about funding homes of four or
five or even six people, then our argument that h'e
were in fact living in community as a family would
be more viable. 5 2

rn the Province of Manitoba the most significant response

has been in the establishment of the wercome Home project

which is designed to provide a community group home system

for those who would otherwise be institutionalized.

In Manitoba, the ÀcLs and others have been successful in
getting the government to alter its poricy concerning the

group homes and their size. The government has in the past

year decided that nevr homes will have six or less resi-
dents. s 3 Previously the government had estabrished rarge

homes such as the controversiar oxford street house in one

of winnipeg's more affluent districts. rn discussions con-

cerning residence size those representing the interests of

mentarry retarded peopre have not been as cohesive as on

other issues.

rn the oxford street residence case, those in a represen-

tative role did not present a clear position to the public

concerning the establishment of the eight resident home. Àt

a community committee meeting (a winnipeg civic regional

52

53

CAMR brief to the Special Parliament,ary CommitÈee
Canadian Constitution, Proceedinqs, 21 Nov. 1980.

Personal communication, 3 July 1985.

on the
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committee which reviews such matters as zoning variances)

those who appeared voiced their support for both mentally

retarded people and the establishment of the large home. In
the belief that the government was not going far enough in

establishing smaller residential facilities many people in-
volved with CAMR, such as Nicola Schaefer, had negative sen-

timents. There was an erement of confusion in the media and

in government circles as to what the people with interests
for mentally retarded people wanted. Both Winserv (ttre com-

pany establishing the home) and the CÀMR claimed to repre-

sent mentally retarded people but did not agree as to what

the proper size of home should be. AIso many parents sup-

ported the home and its projected size. Winserv was able to
mobilize the media before anyone erse. The com.pany combined

the pragmatic rationale that the government vras making pro-
gressive steps at{ay from the institutions with the "mother-
hood" status of mental retardation issues. This strategy
made all those who attacked the home appear to be prejudiced

against disabled people.

The confusion hightights the position which every inter-
est group must face, that is, how to show that the group

represents the clienteLe in question. As the National Coun-

cil of Welfare has accurately pointed out,

The group which gets to the media first and
which does an effective job of explaining its def-
inition of an issue stands a good chance of having
its definition be the one which gets lodged in thè
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public mind. 5 a

Those who were against the rarger group home but in favour

of community living vrere caught in a difficurt position.
They could either support the estabrishment of the oxford

street residence but give up certain standards pert.aining to
size (a bird in the hand...) or remain firm and object to
the house. By remaining firmr âs they did, the ACLs found

themselves supporting those who objected on the grounds of
property devaluation and community integrity. The house in

the end was established as a residence with the ACLs being

invisibre in the press on the matter and handcuffed between

the two camps.

The subsequent decision by the government to 1imit the

size of future group homes cannot be attributed to the pub-

Iic or to the cohesive position of Manitoba parents. rt sras

in spite of the recent confusíon. The lowest point of pub-

lic and private rerations yras in 1982 when the representa-

tives of cÀMR left the government established joint task

force. Now there are clear indications that a basis for
consurtation and cooperation has been estabrished, especiar-
Iy through such programmes as the Welcome Home project. Re-

gardress of the confusion, from an ÀcL standpoint the rimit
of six residents per home is a rarge improvement over the

1972 category of a Manitoba group residence which ranged

s4 National Counc
tion ¡ Three
p. 73.

iI of WeIfare, Orqanizins for Social Ac-
Canadian Experiences, (Ottawa, ÀpriI 1975r,
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from 5 to 20 residents.55

5.1 1 ST'MMATION

The institutions have been under severe attacks from the

ÀCLs, not necessarily because al1 mentally retarded people

were praced there but because all mentarry retarded peopre

vrere under the threat of being placed there. For example,

someone who is mentarly retarded may be in a safe position
with a family. However, if for some reason, such as through

death or poverty, that protective unit disappear, then the

threat becomes reality.

Looking at just those who are i
finds the most severe cases of low

members wiIl lack social ties which

in a family, a job, or t,he community

more, the institutional environment

the disability and poor behavioural

lack of adaptability to occur.56 It
ple that the ACLs are most concerned,

and their isolation.

s5 Manitoba Department of HeaIth

n the institutions one

social status. These

would normally be found

in general. Further-

wilI have exacerbated

skiIl thus causing a

is here with these peo-

their lack of defence

Menta1 Health and Retardation
Preliminarv Model, (t'tanitoba, c

Mechanic, op. cit., p. 66.

and Social
Services:

iæ,),
Development,

À Reviäw anå
p. 45.

56
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The community move has been attacked by those citing such

reasons as those who are the most adaptable in behaviour and

handicap wirl be the first to be introduced t,o the communi-

ty. This would be due to providing a better chance for few-

er programme problems and a higher level of community accep-

tance. There is however nothing to prove that this fact
exists. Those who have been moved have ranged widely in
type and severity of handicap.

One of the major factors which has caused the government

to become more committed has simply been the power of the

ÀCLs. The age and tradition of the ACLs from the 1950s at-
tracts a certain amount of legitimacy. While the move ro

the community is a difficult one due to the major implica-
tions for governments, nevertheless it is being advocated by

an organization, albeit renamed and restructured, which is
stable both in membership and social legitimacy. Had men-

tarly retarded peopre been represented by an organization
that s¡as newly formed in this drive the story would probabry

be di fferent.

The duplication of services issue cited earlier, that is
the use of both custodial and community services, involves

the question of whether there is an opLion for complete

deinstitutionarization; a comprete shut-down of institu-
tions. The ACLs state that no person should be in an insti-
tut ion s 7 however the governmen+-s state that there wi rr al-

57 Personal communications, July, 1985.
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vrays be some who need institutional services. The duplica-
tion, from the ACL perspectiver âFises from the full-scale
operation of both systems, especially that of custodial
care. In the Manitoba case¡ âs long as progress is made in

the development of community services the duplication prob-

Iem will not be the major issue.



Chapter VI

MENTAL RETARDATION POLICY IN RURAL I{ANITOBA:
N)DI TIONAL CONSIDERATION

AN

6.1 PRETIMTNARY

As an additional consideration, in the move to community

living, there is a distinction to be made between urban and

rural policy as it pertains to health and social welfare
policy. One American report stated very btuntly that

Health Care in rural areas is generally less
available, less accessible and probably of lower
quality than health care in the rest of the coun-
try. r

In Manitoba as well as Canada'the dual nature is just as

significant and long natured. A 1964 statement issued by

the Canadian Welfare Council on menÈaI retardation wrote

that assembled studies

_reported disparity of resources for serving re-
tarded persons from one region to another and from
rural to urban areas... This inequality of re-
sources and opportunities appeared to be one of
the most deplorable aspects of the total problem.2

Richard F. H. Kirk, and Richard M. Spears, "Ðevelopment of
Rural HeaIth Services: Problems Illustrated by a Nonpro-
fit, Privately-Based Approach", Medical Care, VoI. 17, No.
2, Feb. 1979, p. 175.

The Canadian Welfare CounciI, Report to the Federal-pro-
vinciaL Conference on Mental Retardation, (Ottawa, 19 Oct.i56f, p.r-

- 101 -
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while this research has emphasized the Manitoba and win-
nipeg ACL divisions, there are a number of groups and rocars
which are located outside the city which do pray a rore. rn

Manitoba the popuration is often seen to be split between

those who live in winnipeg and those who do not. The main

task facing the government and the groups in the area of hu-

man service derivery is finding a way to provide the needed

services. such issues as service monitoring and advocacy

play a much larger role in the city settings.

6.2 THE URBAN NÀrt'RE OF SOCIAL 9TELFÀRE

Because the issues surrounding mentally retarded peopre

falr within the sphere of social welfare the patterns of
policy and service wirr naturalry be urban. Andrew Àrmitage

states that social welfare services shourd be seen "as a re-
sponse to the dislocation of community and famiry rife
caused by urbanízaLion."3 rt is therefore not surprising
that the issues surrounding mentar retardation in Manitoba

are largely dealt with by two ACL divisions that are centred
in Winnipeg.

The main problems are in service delivery. The proximity
a community to the government service derivery agent was

concern to the government and the consumers. The govern-

of

of

Andrew Armitage, SociaI
alities, (Toronto, 1975)

Welfare in Canada: Ideals and Re-
, P. 5.
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ment solution is to encourage the community to develop the

help for mentally retarded people instead of relying on the

distant agent. In one interview with a government coordina-

tor it Ìras stated that the issues surrounding mental retar-
dation were not as intense in the rural areas as in the

city.

In Winnipeg, quality level is Èhe main focus of concern

with integration as the main issue. one administrator for
the government, having worked in Thompson, reported seeing

rittre difference between the ÀcL rocal there and the winni-
peg Division in terms of group behaviour, ideology, and ac-

tivity.4 This however shoul-d be seen as a very general ob-

servation. Even if there is littre difference between the

larger communities outside winnipeg, such as Thompson, and

winnipeg itself, there may exist sharp differences between

the larger communities and small-er ones such as Steinbach.

5.3 STRETCHED RESOT'RCES

In a tour taken of small rural communities clear differ-
ences were found between Winnipeg and towns such as Beausej-

our in tÌ¡e area of sheltered workshops. For example, in
Winnipeg those who are of a higher skill level may be able

to find opportunities in places such as ÀRC, however in a

smaller setting skirls were mixed resulting in vocational

a Personal communication, 3 July 1985.
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training not being suited for those at higher levers.s while

the argument can be made that such practiceè are supported

by rurar traditionar values, it }argely results from the

fact that a smarrer popuration base provides fewer options
for speciarized services. The government sees some advan-

tages in the rurar areas in that family ties as werl as gen-

eral community attitudes provide a better system of support

for mentarry retarded individuars.6 This shourd not be seen

however as a proper solution to rery upon because it avoids

the fundamentar problems of lack of speciarization and re-
moteness from government resources.

À 1965 Manitoba report found that a need was found for

_the development of better diagnostic facilities
and heal-th services particularly in rural Manito-
ba. 7

The service delivery issue pertaining to rurar Manitoba is
one which is thus long-term. rn a 1979 review of Manitoban

hearth districts it is apparent that programme quarity and

service derivery is often dependent upon one person. Hospi-

tar District #1, situated approximatery 50o kilometers
northwest of g.Tinnipeg which had a popuration of 13,716 in
1979 covering "an extremery large catchment area"I is a good

o

Personal observations, JuIy, 1983.

Personal communication, 3'1 JuIy 1985.

John An christianson, à studv of the Education of Handi-
capped Children in l¿anitõ¡a,-G'innipeg,-T96-Ð, p.JOl-

8 Manitoba Health organ izaLions rncorporated, communitv
Health Svstems Review: Hospital District #1, 1980, p. Z.
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example. In 1979 this region had onry one community service
worker Iisted who vras responsible for the following:

Direct Service providing counselling and other so-
cial services to a caseload of 80 clients (as well as
managing some elderly cases).

Liaison and Consultation - with a number of groups
and agencies including CAMR on behalf of his/her
clients and their families.
Programme Development - development of nevr services
and programmes including the Apartment Support pro-
gram, Early Childhood Education Program I a dental
programme, Respite Care, and a group home.

Public Education public speaking and the showing of
films to interested community groups.

Linkages working closely with the Volunteer Coordi-
nator to match volunteers with clients and the servi-
ces reguired. Working closely with Income Security
and ChiId Family Services. Access to a non-Iocal Vo-
cational Rehabilitation Counsellor. s

Further to the above duties, in 1979 the community service
worker vras also the treasurer of the local CAMR branch.

In another rural health district. (#10) located in the

southwestern part of Manitoba which maintains a population

in excess of 10,000 there was found to be only one community

service worker as welI. ro The duties of this worker vrere

very similar to that of the previous case cited however he

did not sit as an executive of the local CÀMR branch. One

cannot but wonder whether the separation of the duties ot

the ÀCLs and the government is possible in comparison to the

I

2.

3.

4.

t ¡!!¡!., pp. 66 68.

r0 Manitoba HeaIth Organíza|ions I
Health Svstems Review¡ Hospital

ncorporated, Communitv
District #1 0, 1 980.
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City of Winnipeg due to levels of population.

When a government establishes or supports a service in a

small rural community there are some certain considerations

involved which may not be relevant in an urban environment.

A small population wiII be granted a small service; hence,

the number of staff is usually low. rt would take onry one

staff member to threaten the quality of a service programme.

rn other words, the importance of staff quality is inversery
related to programme size. rn an investigation of a central
canadian arctic community John o'Neil found that if one in-
dividual (a public health nurse) acted according to personar

principres as opposed to those established by the programme

directives the goars of the entire programme would become

denigrated.l 1

Ànother consideration has to do with differences between

rural communities and the tendency on the part of government

to formurate a service poricy which wirl work in alr commu-

ni t ies. As one American researcher wrote following the

failure of a cooperative health programme:

_a prospective innovator needs to f ocus on the
social conseguences of his proposals. The kinds
of community interdependencies that exist and the
way in which the intervention affects them may
have more to do with successful implementation
than the more detailed project planning. t t

1I John D. O'Nei1, "Health Care in a Central Canadian Arctic
Community: Continuities and Chang€", HeaIth and Canadian
Çocietv: gocioloqical Perspectivãs, Coburñ; et aiE(roronto(?), 1 981 ) ; pp.- 1-îT---14T.

12 David Barton Smith, "À Cooperative pharmacy project: An
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The availability of staff must arso be considered in or-
der to operate the community residences. In the United
states some observers noted that the shifts in the 1960s

community Mentar Health centers from institutions produced

a) decentralized power structures, and b) staff who lacked

skills related to the new system. Concerning the first ob-

servation, James Osberg writes:
With the emergence of the area programs, and the
consequent decentralization of decision-making,
both the deficiencies and the skiIIs of mentãI
health professionals who manage programs have be-
come more apparent. Such matters can be obscured
in an authoritarian and relatively static system,
but not in... decentralized, constantly chãnging
programs. 1 3

Further to the levels of staff competence, Herbert Diamond

and Anthony santore (directors of the west phiradelphia com-

munity MentaI HeaIth Consortium) found that:

In its early phases¡ ouÍ centre was unable torely on precedent and had no quidelines to suggest
a reliable framework for binding together its mul-
ti-institution organization and large staff. Theresulting process of Lrial and error, during aperiod of rapid growth, established an administia-
tive system that relied on mental health profes-
sionals who lacked appropriate training foi their
new managerial roles. r a

Autopsy on a Community Health Intervention", Journal of
Communitv Health, VoI. 2, No. 3, Spring 1977, p,231.
James w. osberg, "unifying state Hospital and community
Mentar Hearth systems Through Area programs" Hospitar and
Communitv Psvchiatrv, vol . 23, No. q, Apri I 1912, p. 1õEl

Herbert Diamond and Anthony santore, "Basic Tasks in De-velopilg a community Mentat Health center", Hospitar and
Communitv Psvchiatrv, Vol. 25, No. 4, ApriL 1914, p. ZT

13

14
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6.4 PROXIMITY OF ORGANIZATIONAT, INFIT'ENCE

In maintaining the Manitoba Division in winnipeg the ÀcL

holds proximity to the provincial centre of povrer and exists
in the geographic area which is the best suited in Manitoba

to the social welfare system. Arthough other. locars of the

AcL, such as the Brandon and Thompson locals, wourd address

urban social derivery probrems they have neither the popula-

tion nor the croseness to the poritical centre which both

the Manitoba and winnipeg divisions hord. one can see that
in the rarger communities there is a difference between the

urban communities in Manitoba; this should however be seen

within the context of welfare systems stemming from urban

structures.

In Manitoba, laws which are designed for the population

in general may not adapt easily to the rural areas. For ex-

ampre, buirding codes have been sometimes known to be waived

h'ithout consideration for disabred peopre to their detriment
in the rural areas. one report issued by the Manitoba

League of the Physically Handicapped (¡aI,pH) states:

In rural Manitoba, these waivers are given al-
most as a matter of course. The reason for this
is largely due to the relatively small and silentpopulation of disabled persons in rural Manito-
ba.15

15 Michael Rice, Selected
calIv Disabled Person:
MARL, Àug. 1982, p. 3.

Manitoba Statutes and the physi-
Number Two, Prepared for MLPH and
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one of the main aims of the ACLs is programme and service
monitoring and rurar settings by their probrems of distance
inhibit such activities.

one should therefore question the government assumption

that ruraL communities have a better environment for mentar-

ly retarded people. Famiry associations and community ties
may be strong for some however there may be a crear lack of
formar supports shourd the community not act within the gov-

ernment's expectations. There is no proof that mentally re-
tarded people do not become stigmatized in rural settings.
They are sent to institutions, suffer from the famiriar ur-
ban probrems of unemployment and rack independent living re-
sources.

6.5 NOT ALL RURÀL COMMT'NITIES ARE ÀÍJIKE

If the policy makers in the government expect the commu-

nities in Manitoba's non-urban areas to be more accepting of

mentarry retarded persons there may be serious repercus-

sions. The shift to community living while desirabre must

be seen in the light of being a major shift in services and

policy which r+iII affect the communities involved. In an

anarysis done on two saskatchewan towns (grackfoot an Deer-

virle) concerning attitudes towards the mentally irrl6 it

1 6 The mentalry irr have also been part of a paralrer drive
to the community from institutions.
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1951 and 19742
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not become more accepting between

These quantitative data indicate that public atti-
tudes towards the mentally ill and recognition of
psychiatric symptoms have changed Iittle in the
Iast quarter-century...the order of magnitude of
the overall change vras less than anticipated. r 7

From the above it is apparent that the move to the commu-

nity, whether the population is mentally i11 or retarded,

demands more research than would be generally expected.

whire it may be true that community integration is needed

for these individuals to become part of a society, it must

be realized that the communities themselves may be hostire
to new policies which wiII alter their towns or villages.

À study done on the Belgian town of Geel reveals a commu-

nity which has maintained an integrated menLarry retarded
population for a number of centuries. While the handicapped

people h'ere integrated they also were by and large to be

found in the lower social strata and not part of the more

deveroped areas of their society (clubs and organizations).
However, the report states3

To bring normals in direct contact with mental
patients in a "natural" environment seems to be
the best, and probably the only efficient meäns of
eliminating prejudices and promoting the integra-
tion of the patients. To put it bluntly: Most
people tend to see many "ctazy people" as crazier
than they are, and by direct contact this tendency

17 Carl D'Arcy,
and Canadian
cit., p. 104.

"Opened Ranks? Blackfoot
Society: Socioloqical

Revisited", HeaIth
Perspectives, op.
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is corrected in favour of the mental patients. ls

The study also drew a distinction between the varying

types of tovrns. some will accept integration whire others

wi 11 not:

Everything depends on what
vrants. If it demands thatt'hygienic" and "esthetic" as
able to enjoy its prosperity
fashion, it should not adopt

the community involved
its environment be as
possible so as to be
in an ideal (utopian)
such patients. I e

while this is not to say that the move to the community

should be given up it is a warning that the government

shourd treat every community as distinct in its stages of

operation and pranning. The government should not rely sim-

pry on assumed community varues based on rurar environment.

Treating each town or virrage as unique wilr hetp prevent

such failures as have occurred ersewhere in other communitv

projects in North America.

18

19

Eugeen Roosens, Mental Patients in Town Life: Geel
ropei? First Therapeutic Communitv, (london, eng., 1

pp. 189 190.

Ibid., pp. 188 189.

Eu-gtll ,



Chapter VII

CONCLUSION: MAI.IITOBÀ AND THE ACL

The previous chapters have reviewed the issues pertaining
to mentally retarded people in Manitoba. while certain are-
as were not covered in detail, such as the smaller organíza-

tions in the province or the loca1s outside of Winnipeg, the

research has dealt largely with the issues as they have ari-
sen in North Àmerica and how Manitoba has followed those

trends.

As an interest group the ÀCL and its divisions have taken

advantage of the trends which have occurred in North Àmeri-

ca. The four attributes listed by Pross in Chapter 4 can be

found in the ACLs. The first attribute, continuity, is ap-

parent in that the ÀcLs began in t.he 1950s and exhibited an

influence on government policy from the beginning as vras

shown both in the canadian and Manitoba government litera-
ture in the early 1960s. Second, organization has played a

role in that they have annual meetings, a strong and commit-

ted membership, organizationar literature and a nationar
structure which maintains provinciar and regionar divisions.
The art iculat ion of int.erest , t.he thi rd attr ibute, appears

also on the national and provincial level. Reports to the

government supported by research facts and statistics have

112
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been used time and time again. The consensus reached in the

1980s between the ACLs and the Manitoba Government in estab-

lishing a supportive community service system is proof that
the articuration of the ACL interests has prayed no smalr

rore in Manitoba. This has been to the extent that they

participate in the planning and implementatíon of new poli-
cies. The fact that the ÀcLs have not reried on the press

for affecting poricy since the rift over the 1982 government

report is an indication of its utilization of more backroom

pressuring. Issues do corne up in the media but they usually
result from individuals making cont,act and not the group.

llhen the group has gone to the press in the past three years

it has been concerning specific issues and not as full fron-
tal attacks on government policy. The final attribute, the

infruence of povrer, comes with the firsl three factors.
Some of the administrators, such as Ben Lewis who is with
the government, $¡ere once with the ÀCL. Also, the inter-
views revealed that government administrators saw the ACLs

as their major source of information and political support

for ne!¡ programmes. 9[ithout their support the government

knows that government, programming wourd meet strong resis-
tance.

The above indications of the ÀCL's ability to act as an

interest group show that the ACL shourd not be considered as

a singre issue interest group but as an institutional inter-
est group. they have the capacity to act in the same manner

as other traditionalry understood interest groups such as
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those arising from business and labour. chapter 4 described

t,he patterns found in interest group behaviour in modern

post-industrial socieÈy and the ACLs have proven that they

have been able to operate in this area with effect.

The above, although simplistic in its "pigeon hole" ap-

proach, shows that the ÀcL shourd no ronger be considered as

a mere service or social agency but as an organization which

behaves as an interest group. Dividing interest groups as

institutional or single-issue is usefull in that it provides

an understanding of an organization's tendencies. An insti-
tutional group may occasionalJ-y behave like an issue group

by using toors such as public protests (such as the ontario
Medical Àssociation in 1 986 concerning extra-billing).

Further, other categories may be used, for example, the

ACL may be labe1led as a lega1 advocacy group or a social
werfare group. Regardress of the various categories or ra-
beIs, the ACL in the 1980s stands out with one highly visi-
ble element, institutional interest group behaviour.

It is true that the present government of Manitoba has

shown a strong commitment to the sociar service sector but

there is rittre to prove that a change in government would

be detrimental to the aims of the ACLs. rn interviews with
both those in government and the ACLs it vras repeatedly

stated that rerations are very good between the government

and the interest groups. The question arises as to whether

programmes such as the welcome Home Project have been estab-
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lished as a result of changes in Manitoba or general trends

in today's society. The government would assert the former

but the latter is born out by this report.

Àccounts arising from other provinces, such as Harvey

Simmons' review of Ontario history in this fietd, support

the assertion that Manitoba is not unique nor distinct in

its progress pertaining to mentally retarded people in at-
tempts to move-into the community. However, certain partic-
ular successes have occurred such as the presen! govern-

ment's willingness to establish joint regional planning

committees in the development of the Welcome Home project.

As elsewhere, the Manitoba ACL has strong parent support

both in its membership and activities. Éarents, for reasons

of self interest, awareness of mental retardation issues,

and concern for their family members, play a strong role in
pushing for community support systems.

There was found a strong flavour of openness in Manitoba

between the government and the ACLs. Representatives of the

government and the ÀCLs were willing to speak to anyone in-
Lerested in order to prove that their efforts have given

fruit. Likewise, the national organization has proven use-

ful in its openness to the local organizations who have

needed to see how other communities have dealt with problems

in mental retardation
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Àctivists in Winnipeg are constantly aware of develop-

ments both nationally and internationalry in programming and

ideas. The convention network and publications have served

no smarl part in Manitoba's ACL development. rt is easier
for an interest group to persuade a government if it is able

to support itserf with research and the Àcl,s have deveroped

this abirity to a fine point. one example is the l^rercome

Home Project where the nationar body did a review of the de-

velopments to see if t,hey forlowed the national goals of the

ÀcL. r Keeping up on outside developments has enabled the ACL

divisions to be progressive in regions which may normarry

not be considered as geographically proximate to the nation-
aI and international flow of ideas.

Manitoba has al-so had its share of contributions to de-

velopments outside its boundaries. As stated in chapter 6,

governments are slow in bringing about long-term changes and

a programme's failure in one province wirl affect the possi-
bilities for future services in another. There is a feering
in the ACLs that while they do not see the wercome Home

Project as being under a microscope the success of the pro-
gramme will have effects elsewhere in as much as it serves

as a national model. There is a sense therefore that any

new development, regardress of which region in canada it
arises, wirr have nationar ramifications. rhis has helped

push the locars into being modern and has provided the re-

t The Welcome Home Proiect:
Panel Review, 1984.

Report of the National Comserv
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sources for such transitions as described by worfensberger

in his earLier cited work on association renewal.

The push for community integration and normalization is a

relativery recent phenomeñon. rf one considers that in
North America community integration theory and practice has

only been implemented structurally since the 1960s, the
question arises as to the permanence of the trend. Arthur

schafer, Ðirector of the centre for professionar and Àppried

Ethics at the University of Manitoba, states:

Western culture tends to over-value high intel-
ligence and stigmatize low intelligence. Even the
ancient Greeks put to death mentally or physically
defective children and our treatment of the re-
tarded has been f ar f rom admirabl-e. They have
been systematically devalued and treated as Iess
than fully human frequently subjected to puni-
tive confinement, dangerous experiments and gross
violations of their basic rights.2

Although the non-western trends are beyond the scope of

this report it wourd be appropriate Èo state that whether

this is a universal or western long-term probrem the fact
remains that whire raudabre trends have emerged vis-a-vis
the policy approach to this population there is stiIl the

serious question regarding the degree of permanence that has

been' implemented.

The interest group activity of the ACLs does forrow with
the trends of other groups in the Canadian and Manitoba po-

litical systems. They seek to affect those who are crose to

2 Arthur Schafer, the Globe and Mail 29 July 1995, p. 7.



policy making, use the media extensively, Íìâintain

community links through its parent membership, and

stand that changes in policy come from establishing
legitimacy.
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Àppendix A

The following are t,he organizations and government offic-
es which hrere contacted for information, pubrications, and

interviews:

1.

)

The Association for Community f,iving
sion

The Association for Community Living
sion

- Manitoba Divi-

- Winnipeg Divi-

3.

4.

The Canadian Council on Rehabilitation and Work

The Coalition of Provincial Organizations of the
Handicapped

Department of Education, Research and Planning Divi-
sion, Government of Manitoba

SociaI Resources Committee, Executive Council, Gov-
ernment of Manitoba

Manitoba Department of Community
and Planning

Manitoba Department
ming and Services

of Community Services - Progam-

Manitoba League of the Physically Handicapped

The National Institute on Mental Retardation

R

6.

7.

c

Services Research

q

10.
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